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IF 41 MPG DOESN'T CHARGE YOU UP,
ITS BATTERY WILL.*
THE 2010 FORD FUSION HYBRID ^



Our next-generation battery pack helps Fusion Hybrid deliver 41 city mpg,* making it the

most fuel-efficient midsize sedan. It also allows us to do other things better than the competition,

like go 47 mph in electric vehicle mode and travel more than 700 miles on a single tank.

fordvehicles.com „ Drive one.

'EPA-estimated 41 city/36 hwy mpg. Actual mileage will vary. Midsize class per R. L Polk & Co. 17.5-gallon gas tank.
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READY, SET, GO!
THREE BANDS ON THE PAINS & KLEA^uKta OF TOURING

"Touring and meeting people is probably the

single best thing about being in a band. We love

waking up in a different city everyday, and
meeting people all over the world."

—Plain Jane Automobile
myspace.com/plainjaneautomobile

"Never knowing
what to expect

is what you love

and hate about
this life. There's

no guarantee of

success on the

road, but when
someone tells you

that your show
renewed their

faith in the power
of rock n' roll,

you realize

that you don't

want a Plan B."

—Lions
myspace.com/lionslheband

"At truck stops, I check out

some intelligent political discourse

written in marker in bathroom stalls, I

weigh myself and chart my progress
along me tour—to see how bad I have

been eating. Then I stare in a mirror

and cry while a trucker awkwardly
washes his hands next to me."

— Riverboat Gamblers
myspace.com/theriverboalgambiers

READY WHEN YOU ARE WITH SPARKS AND COMPLIMENTARY DOWNLOADS*,
from breakout artists such as Plain Jane Automobile, Lions, Riverboat Gamblers and many more.

<
Like free music? The SPARKS Digital Playlist

is on electronic kiosk found in a select number
of convenience stores. It downloads free tunes right

into your iPod"'. New tracks added regularly, so be

sure to keep comin' back for more.
'Downloads onlyavailabte to those 214^. Age verification required.

iPo(*"J IS 3 trademarlc of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S and other countries

GREAT BEER
GREAT RESPONSIBILITY

-

VISIT YOUR
PARTICIPATING
RETAILER OR
SPARKS.COM
FOR MORE DETAILS.

C 2009 THE STEEL BREWING CO . MILWAUKEE. Wl

Malt Beverage with Natural Flavor

^Sa material
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40 PEARLJAM
With a fresh sense of purpose and

a bold new attitude, the grunge

icons are going Indie for their

ninth album, Backspacer. And

they're getting a little help from a

surprising big partner. PLUS; A free

poster; provocative quotes from

stories past.

Sex cults, drugs, and rock'n'roll.

How a free spirit with a wild

backstory formed the year's best

new band.

SaiTQNE
It's been 30 years since the

idealistic 2 Tone label released the

first singles by the Specials and

Madness, igniting the ska-punk

explosion. Here's an exclusive

look inside the "English Motown,"

straight from the key players'

mouths.

66 MONSTERS
OF FOLK
My Morning Jacket, Bright Eyes,

and She & Him walk Into a bar...and

launch an indie-rock juggernaut.

Just don't call them a supergroup.

ON THE COVERS
Pearl Jam cover photography by

Rankin. Hair by Jennie Roberts for

Sebastian and grooming for Creme

de la Mer at Naked Artists. Peart Jam
cover illustration tiy Tom Tomorrow.

For details, see Editor's Letter.
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"YOU CANT ESCAPE
YOUR HOME. ITS SO
MUCH A PART OF
YOU, WHETHER YOU
LIKE ITOR NOT."
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Nils Edenloff, pa^e 34
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In My Room: Mika

The Inquisition: Paramore's Hayley

Williams

Breaking Out: Playboy Tre. the Rural

Alberta Advantage, and the Heavy

The SPIN Mix: Songs you must hear now!

Plus: What it took to make Air's new album,

the Mighty Boosh invade the U.S., Jesse

Eisenberg's Ween fixation, and the SPIN 20.

ZLREVIEWS
Music: The Flaming Lips' Embryonic,

API's Crash Love. Atlas Sound's Logos,

Kid Cudi's Man on the Moon: The End of

Day. Echo & the Bunnymen's The Fountain,

Islands' Vapours. Kid Sister's Ultraviolet.

Jemina Pearls Sreok /( Up. and

dozens more!

Movies: Whip it, An Education, A Serious

Man, and Brief Interviews With l-lideous Men

92 ENCORE
October 12, 1978: The Sid and Nancy saga

reaches its tragic conclusion.
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FIVE CITIES.

THE HOTTEST
PARTIES IN OCTOBER.
HOOK-UP OPPORTUNITIES?
ENDLESS...

SPIN

CHICAGO The Underground
CIA (Chicago Industry Alliance)

Sundays features residencies from

DJs from all over the country,

including D J Irie, DJ Benzi, DJ Rock

City, Million $ Mano, and more.

SAN FRANCISCO Taverna

Aventine Located in a former

opium den in the shadow of the

Transamerica Pyramid, the part-time

members-only club offers up private

liquor lockers for frequent visitors.

MIAMI Mondrian Miami's

Sunset Lounge The lounge offers

private cabanas, a tented adult-sized

sandbox, and a labyrinth garden with

discreet "kissing corners."

LOS ANGELES MyHouse
Modern-day dream home meets

world-class nightclub at Hollywood's

hotspot, MyHouse. Meet someone

and take 'em to the bedroom, literally.

NEW YORK Tenjune

Located in the heart of NY's

Meatpacking District, Tenjune

houses three different areas,

each offering a different

vibe to satiate the

hot crowd's

nightlife

desires.
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Things just got nore exciting In your uaLlet.

The new Trojan® 2G0® condom cord. Two premium Trojan condoms,

one sleek pacl<age. Fits discreetly in your wallet. Available at checkout,

To find Trojan 2G0 at a store near you, go to TrojanCondoms.com

CXat Omtk & Dwighl Co.. Inc.

RnytLRe. finyyhere.
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Free Music

!

Go to RHAPSODYEXTRAS.COM/SPIN
FOR THESE IS SPIN-APPROVED DOWNLOADS

mm

1: HEADLIGHTS "Get Going"

2: THE DUKE & THE KING "If You Ever Get Famous"

3: THE GRATES "Aw Yeah"

4: LIAM FINN & ELIZA JANE "Plane Crash"

5: REVEREND HORTON HEAT
"Drinkin" & Smokin" Cigarettes"

6: KRS-ONE & BUCKSHOT "Robot"

7: THE RAVEONETTES "Last Dance"

8: HAR MAR SUPERSTAR "Tall Boy"

9: FUN. "'All The Pretty Girls"

10: HISTORICS "Skin Orders"

11: THE HUNDREDS AND THOUSANDS "Rat Race"

12: THE RURAL ALBERTA ADVANTAGE
"Don't Haunt This Place"

13: CLUB OF THE SONS "People Are Just"

14: NEMO "'A Little Too Much"

15: THE MORNING BENDERS "Damnit Anna"

Brought to you by (^Rhapsody
AVAILABILITY AND TRACK NUMBER ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE AND SUBJECT TO THE SOLE

DISCRETION OF RHAPSODY AMERICA LLC AND SPIN MEDIA LLC DOWNLOADS ARE SUBJECT TO RHAPSODY

STANDARD TERMS OF USE AVAIUBLE AT WWW.RHAPSODYCOMrTERMS- OFFER EXPIRES 11/23/09 AND IS

ONLY AVAILABLE FOR LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE U S. AND CANADA. NO CREDIT CARD REQUIRED. IF A USER

CANNOT DOWNLOAD SONGS IN THE MANNER DESCRIBED. REALNETWORKS AND SPIN MEDIA SHALL NOT BE

OBLIGATED TO PROVIDE ANY REPLACEMENT OH ALTERNATE DOWNLOADS- VOID WHERE TAXED, PROHIBITED

OH RESTRICTED RHAPSODY AND THE RHAPSODY LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS
OF REALNETWORKS. INC
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EDITOR'S LETTER

LAST
YEAR R.E.M. did it. So did Metallica. Now

Pearl Jam is tJie latest major band to make a bold

attempt at re-energizing itself with a new album that

will likely impress those unmoved by their recent

output. And like AC/DC and Guns N' Roses, the

now-indie Pearl Jam have partnered with a huge

retailer to get Backspacer out to the masses. As Josh

Modell wrote in his glowing review last month, "For the first

time in years. Pearl Jam are seizing the moment rather than

wallowing in it."

In his first piece for the magazine. Josh Eells, a former

Blender editor who has written for TheNew York Times and

New York magazine, proves that point. Eells spent a few

days hanging with the band-backstage at The Tonight Show,

at Eddie Vedder's surf shack in Seattle, on guitarist Stone

Gossard's private dock-for a strikingly intimate portrait of

a restless band on a mission, in the words of Gossard, to

re-engage "with the roots of why this band works," while at the

same time seeking out a new generation of fan beyond their

still-ravenous base. "Pearl Jam have this reputation as kind of

serious and standoffish," Eells says. "But the guys could not

have been sweeter. Ed even let me pee off the side of his boat.

He needed to go, too."

You may have noticed fiom the Table of Contents that we've

done something a little different with our cover this month.

Those ofyou picking up the magazine on newsstands wiU get

an exclusive photo ofthe band shot by Rankin. Subscribers

will receive a cover illustrated for spin by Tom Tomorrow, the

editorial cartoonist who's also responsible for the Backspacer

artwork. And for the true diehard, we are also publishing a

limited-edition collectors' issue

featuring a, well, cheeky cover photo

and 12 extra pages ofPearl Jam images,

available through SPIN.com/PJspedal.

There's also a special bonus included

in all of these iterations: an exclusive

gatefold poster by Mr. Tomorrow. (Of

the Philadelphia Tomorrows? Dunno-
ril have to ask.)

Hope you enjoy the issue.

Whichever one you may have.

DOUG BROD
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FEEDBACK
E-MAIL US AT FEEDBACK@SPIN.COM

Tweedy Words
Thanks for the great Wilco piece

["Wilco, Frankly," August]. The

mixture of personal details, band

history, and analysis was well

balanced and tasteful, especially

in light of [former member] Jay

Bennett's passing. I also sort of

wonder what Spencer Tweedy

will think of it ten years from

now-rll be waiting patiently to

read that blog post.

ANDRE GONZALEZ
Brooklyn, New York

To my mind, Wilco too often get

labeled "dad rock." Jon Dolan's

FROM OUR CONTRIBUTORS

article showed that there's more

to Wilco than such lazy labeling.

And anyway, if being dad rock

means creating a self-sustaining

career in the here-today-gone-

yesterday world of the music biz,

then more bands should shoot

for fatherhood.

ERIC GORDINIER

Tampa, Florida

Cage Heat
The Cage article ["Out of the

Shadows," August] was crazy!

This is one white rapper who
shouldn't have to answer any

questions about credibility.

DAN GOLDENBERG

Los Angeles

Into the Unknowns
Loved the unknown bands

feature ["Unsung," August].

You've given me material for

weeks of research. Now I'm

really kicking myself for

spending halfmy life in Tucson,

Arizona, and never discovering

the Hacienda Brothers on my
own. Ditto Dog Faced Hermans

and Happy Go Licky.

PAUL BROWNING
Metuchen, New Jersey

In Bowie: A Biography (Crown),

contributing writer Marc Spitz

otters a fresh perspective on the

muLtifaceted career of the

Thin White Duke....

Contributing photographer

Ben Watts covers music icons

such as Tom Waits, celebs such

as the late Heath Ledger, and

Brooklyn biker gangs in his

new book, Lickshot (Princeton

Architectural Press).

CONTACT USi E MAIL FEEDBACK@SPIN.COM, OR MAIL US AT SPIN, 408 BROADWAY,

FOURTH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY 10013. PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR FULL NAME, MAILING

ADDRESS, AND PHONE NUMBER FOR VERIFICATION. LETTERS MAY BE EDITED FOR

LENGTH AND CLARITY. GET SPIN BACK ISSUES: CITE THE ISSUE BY MONTH AND

YEAR, INCLUDE YOUR ADDRESS, AND SEND CREDIT CARD INFO, CHECK, OR MONEY

ORDER FOR $10 TO; ISI-SPIN, 30 MONTGOMERY ST.. JERSEY CITY. NJ 07302. PLEASE

ALLOW FOUR TO SIX WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. YOU CAN ALSO CALL 800-274-7597.

GET THE LATEST NEWS, MP3s, VIDEO, AND MORE-EVERY DAYI

0NLY0NSPIN.COM

BEST LOCAL MUSIC

Every Friday, check out our new photo gallery series featuring the

best of the local music scenes in such cities as New York, Seattle.

Miami. Los Angeles, and Chicago. Our hometown photographers

pick their top concert and backstage shots—and tell the story of

how each one happened. spin.COM/localpics

MUSIC NEWS

Make spin.com your home page

for all the Latest music news. Our

daily roundup updates hourly to

bring you stories about artists from

Jay-Z and Kanye West to Beck,

Kings of Leon, and Green Day.

Plus, our tour and album updates

help you keep up with your favorite

bands, spin.com/blog

FOLLOW FRIDAY

All that Twitters is not gold,

which is why we comb through

thousands of musician tweets

every week to bring you the

newsiest, most interesting posts.

Some of our recent picks include

blink-182's Mari< Hoppus. DJ
A-Trak. and Lady Gaga, who
writes: "1 could find truth in

this red lipstick all day. The

joys of a wench."

SPIN.COM/F0LL0WFRIDAY

14 OCTOBER 2009 / GET SMARTER. GO TO SPIN COM



; Exactly like the Budweiser you know,

1 EXCEPT TOTALLY DIFFERENT.

'^^S^icUi^eedef^. the label says macrobrew. the taste says microbrew, ..

AMERICAN ^^'^'''""^ brewed with Cascade hops from the Pacific Northwest
^

Q and caramel malted barley from America's heartland,

Budweiser American Ale is a flavorful new beer from an age-old name.

•NHfiisfR-misrH. iw.. St. 10UI5, no I? FI.Oz.





OF MONTREAL WITH
JANELLE MONAE
LoUapalooza. Grant Park. Chicago,

Friday, August 7, 2009

Sci-fi sculstress Janelle Monae and Of

Montreal's Kevin Barnes teamed up to sing

David Bowie's "Moonage Daydream " at

LoUapalooza. but as Monae explains, the

bond between the two goes deeper than a

song: "When we met, we had so much in

common that we decided to create clones

and have them date." Fair enough. And in

case you were wondering, "That was really i

us onstage. I don't know what the clones )

were doing at the time." 1

Photograph by Tim Mosenfelder/Getty Images



SUPERCHUNK
Cat's Cradle, Carrboro. North Carolina,

Thursday, July 23, 2009

As cofounder of Merge Records, Superchunk's

Mac McCaughan is used to pulling double
'

duty, but at XX Merge, the label's 20th

anniversary celebration, the singer-guitarist

was quicl<ly overwhelmed. "All the organizing

meant I didn't have much time to focus on

playing," he says. "I was worried I wouldn't

remember the songs!" But he did. "It ended up

being one of our best shows ever."

Photograph by PJ Sykes
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BLACK LIPS
East River State Park, Brooklyn, New York,

Sunday, July 26, 2009

Jared Swilley has something he wants to share. "The main thing

you have to do when you stage-dive is make sure that someone

is there to catch you when you land," says the bassist for the

Atlanta garage-punk band. "This crowd was pretty good about

that, but I've seen a lot of bodies hit concrete in my day." One

other thing: "It's coolest when you get good hang time." By the
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It tookfiveyearsfor Britain's oddest

comedy to blow our way. What an outrage!

THE
CULTURAL LANDSCAPE is littered with

British phenoms aspiring to make it in the

States. And just as the stakes are high for

bands, so they are for a cultishly revered show

about-here goes-a glam rocker, a jazzbo,

a drug-dealing shaman, and a gorilla who travel the

universe and greater London, encountering mythical

beasts such as a transsexual sea monster, a hard-partying

tentaded pink head named Tony Harrison, an army of

demonic grandmas, and Bryan Ferry. Five years after its

BBC debut. The Mighty Boosh has come to America.

To celebrate the show's DVD release and its Adult

Swim debut (in grievously abridged form), Noel Field-

ing, 36, and Julian Bairatt, 41-respectively, impeccably

rooster-haired dandy Vince Noir and mustachioed fijsion

enthusiast Howard Moon-hosted sold-out live spec-

tacles in New York and Los Angeles in August, similar to

the bizairo stage shows a decade ago that spawned the

series. With a DVD box set due this month. Fielding and

Barratt help prepare you for the Boosh onslaught.

All your favorite rock stars can't be wrong

The show's pop references, overstuffed narratives, and

endless quotability make for ideal tour-bus fodder. "I

went to see David Byrne, and he and hisbandwere Boosh

nuts," says Barratt. "1 went backstage and they were all

applauding." Fielding also counts Yeah Yeah Yeahs

and Kings of Leon among the Boosh converts. "Our

stuff is all about the details," he says. "Like a serial

killer's diary-you read a few pages and think, 'What's

this shit?' Then you can't put it down. We wanted to

be psychedelic and musical, not make observations

about girlfriends and all that rubbish."

Fright ofthe Conchords

The similarities to a certain Kiwi musical-comedy duo

were initially too close for Fielding and Banatfs comfort.

"It was annoying at first, and obviously they're not as

weird as us, but maybe they've paved the way a bit," says

Fielding, who was one scheduling conflict away from

playing David Bovrie in a FlightoftheConchords episode

during their frenemies' first season on HBO. "I think

we could do a Cannonball fiun-type movie together."

Today, the stoner Idds. Tomorrow, the world.

After three seasons on BBC Three, Fielding and Bar-

ratt are mulling offers for another season, possibly as

an American co-production, as well as a movie and a

live album. Meanwhile, the Rocky Horror-like recep-

tion in New York and L.A. suggests word of mouth

is spreading beyond tour buses. "Our show is an

acquired taste," says Barratt, "but I think it helps to have

it recommended by a stoned 22-year-old." Ofthe many

intriguing opportunities, however, a Yankee remake

a la The Office holds no appeal. "Then what would we

do?" asks Fielding. "I wanna come hang out in America.

I'm bored with London." stevekandell

THEALBUM
RECIPE
Air's Jean-Benoit

Dunckel reveals what it

took to cook up Love 2

4accidentany

CanterviHe Ghost deleted songs

"This is not an experimental album for us. Instead, we wanted to make it as emotional as

possible. It's all about getting older and realizing that you have to be happy every day instead

of planning to be happy in the future. Love 2 is about the joy of knowing your heart is beating,'

24 OCTOBER 2009 / SAVE PAPER EVERY DAY AT SPIN.COM ILLUSTKATIONS BY HENNIE HAWORTH



I]\ CASE YOU EVER WONDER

WHAT A REAL DRINK TASTES LIKE
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It's not called the benchmark ofBourbon for nothing. Distilled at a lower prooffor more flavor.

Bottled at a higher proof to keep it that way.

{]ncompromiiing since 1855.

Uncompromising people drink responsibly.

WILDTURKEY' Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whisl<ey 50 5% Alc A/ol- (101 Proof) Austin. Nichols Distilling Co.. Lawrenceburg. KY 52009 Austin. Nichols* Co.. Inc.
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Cosmopolitan

Euro-pop star Mika
invites us inside his

London bedroom

0 Christian Louboutin shoes "I'm the only man in the world

he makes shoes for. He uses me as an experiment to see

what he can get away with. He even has a wooden model

of my feet."

Q Donald Duck Shelby bike 'There are only a few of these

in the world. They were put out around 1949 and failed,

so they were discontinued. I found this one in Georgia.

I don't even know how to ride a bike, but I think it's

really sweet."

Q Chinese wish pig 'When my friends and I were at music

college, we were miserable. So I thought we could all put in a

wish, and in 30 years we'd crack it open and see whether it

had come true. I haven't put mine in yet because I haven't

decided what's truly important."

Q Jim Woodring artwork "He's a self-taught cult illustrator

from Seattle. This is the rabbit-like creature Frank, who I think

the rabbit in the movie Dannie Darko was based on. Frank

exists in a surrealist, poetic, comic-book world where every-

thing's very dreamlike."

Q Miniature theater "It's fully operational-119 working lights.

When I got signed, I spent half the money on paying off

[debts] and the other half on this."

0 Union Jack tapestry 'I love that It's covered In flowers and

butterflies-the Union Jack is so often associated with bad

nationalism. Having grown up in so many places, I'm not

shackled by patriotism."

O Madmagazine cover art 'This is my most expensive

purchase. At one point. Mad sold the original artwork for their

legendary covers. I've got three. Alfred E. Neuman is one of

the greatest American characters ever created. He's the

naughty child of the 'SOs."

Q Palestinian tapestry "I saw this In a street market in

Damascus. I know that sounds wanky, but it's true. It's very

similar to Lebanese tapestries, which were all over our walls

when I was growing up."

Q Tintin figurine "I was born in Beirut but grew up in Paris

with French characters. Tintin was the ultimate because

he's the perfect combination of adulthood, boyhood, and

agelessness."

Q IM^gi Hambling painting "I'm a big fan of hers. She was a

contemporary of [British painters] David Hockney and

Howard Hodgkin. I think she's suffered because her style has

changed so radically throughout her career, and that's one of

the most radical and noncommercial things you can do as a

fine artist. Consistency is what sells."

BY DORIAN LYN5KEY
PHOTOGRAPH BY CHRISTOPHER STURMAN

Shot for SPIN in London. July 29. 2009. Hair by Sarcn atSaco London. Makeup by Carol Brown at DW Management.
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Musical-theater enthusiast Jesse Eisenberjg,
costar of this month's zom-com Zombielana

on the soundtrack to his life

e SPIN 20
Ranking on Pop Culture Since1998

What*s the first rock album you owned?

My sister bought me Green Day's Dookie when

I was 11 because, according to her, I was gay. I'd

only listened to musical theater up until that

point, so it was something of an intervention. It

confused me. I couldn't figure out what Dookie

was about. I realized later that not every album

has to have a plot. What*s your dream

concert lineup? Jesus and Mozart. No. wait,

I'm mixing this up with my answer for "Who

would I want to have dinner with?" Do you and

your girlfriend have a favorite song? She

only listens to feminist anthems, and I can't get

into Cat Power. My favorite band is

Ween. I know every lyric. They never

let you in on the joke, which I love.

Who did you listen to in high

school to be cool? I wasjust lucky

to get away unscathed. Once, I was

listening to Bjork's Dancer in the

Dark soundtrack and this rough

kid came up to me and said,

"Yo. what are you listening

to?" And I said. "Nothing." So

he pulled the headphones

out of my ears. I was so ner-

vous that he would hear this

screeching woman and think I

was also a screeching woman.

But after a minute he was like.

"That's pretty cool." Then we

went our separate ways and never spoke again.

What wasthe last concert you attended?

I've only been to two concerts in my life and one

of them was They Might Be Giants . I saw them

three months ago in New York. It was good, but

I know the band's music so well that I only notice

it when they can't hit the same notes. Which

band comes after Pearl Jam on your IPod?

Phoenix. The song "Rome." We're trying to use

it for a movie I'm doing in which I play a Hasidic

Jew who became an Ecstasy mule in the late

'90s. It fits nicely. Name an artist that a costar

has turned you on to. [Zombielancfs] Woody

Harrelson gave me Radiohead's OK Computer. I

didn't want to tell him I already had it. But I

bought him a book of Yasmina Reza

plays, and the first thing he said was, "I

already have this." Obviously, he wasn't

as concerned with being gauche as I was.

Can you remember the first song

you slow-danced to? No, but I dis-

tinctly remember what was play-

ing when I saw a nude woman for

the first time. It was Christina

Aguilera's "Genie in a Bottle." I

was 17, and my friends and I went

to a strip club in California. So

now when 1 hear that song, I

picture this woman waving at me

through her legs. It's not a moment

to be proud of. PHOEBE REILLY

I Mkhael Anthony replaced

by Wolfgang Van Halen for

Guitar Hero: Van Halen Gary

Cherone replaced by some
other dude for afternoon shift

atGameStop

Q Hapfiy Canadian Thanksgiving
If you can't be better, be first

Q Baclcstreet Boys reiease new
album Weak sales expected now
that fans have to spend own money

Q star Wars in concert It's your one

night out past curfew, make it count

Q Where the Wild Things Are

Easy: Denise Richards is on E!.

Neve Campbell is doing straight-

to-DVD

Q SowW Nope. And not the first

five, either.

Q Rol>ertZemedcis plans to
remalce Yellow Submarine
Help!

Q Wandering Bob Dylan piciced

up by cops wlio didn't recognize

lilm They thought he'd look more
like Gate Blanchett

Q stop Making Sense, 25 years latar

That suit fits now

^ New Kiss ailMim to l>e sold

exclusively at Wal-Mart Best Buy

was only wilting to party some of

the days

Q IMLB playoffs To find out more, read

a different magazine

Q Ted Nugent gets fired from
newspapergig When print finally

dies. Ted Nugent will skin it. stuff it.

and hang it on his wall

Q Weezer name album RodfUide

Harvard rescinds Rivers' diploma,

demands crapology

^ SmasliingPumpldnshlre
19-year-old drummer Aww.
When Billy Corgan started

alienating people, kid wasn't

even born yet!

I
Deatli Row Records starts

movie division "Okay so he's

dangling the bad guy out the

window, and..."

Q R. Keity returns Now that Jacko

is gone, the market is all his. The

R&B market. What?

Q The upcoming Creed album
It's about time theWWE had

some new entrance music

^ Columbus Day What, no k>ve

for Akron?

^ Tommy Lee bums hand
playing with sparklers

Travis Barker not impressed

The 20th SPIN 20 gag Always a

/yy^ bit ofa Hail Mary

28 OCTOBER 2009 / SPIN COM LOVES YOU FOR WHO YOU ARE
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Illlllllll THE I INQUISITION

O TOUGH QUESTIONS FOR

HAYLEY WILLIAMS
Last year, after a few canceled concerts, word swirled that Paramore, the Tennessee pop-punk

band fronted by the colorful 20-year-old Hayley Williams, would not survive to see their third

album. Yet September 29 brings the release of BrandNew Eyes. Considering that their 2008 single

"Decode" sold more than 800,000 copies by virtue of appearing on the Twilight soundtrack and

that they spent their summer as an opening act on No Doubt's reunion tour, rumors of Paramore's

death seem not just exaggerated, but hard to fathom. Williams spoke to us from Sacramento,

California, where she was on tour with her band, which totally still exists, byjohn sellers

What color Is your hair today? My
hair is pretty bright. It's a little more

orange than usual.

I take it red Is your ^vorite color?

I've always loved it. I found these pic-

tures in my dad's house when I was 13,

and it was just this little baby in baby-

blue overalls with bright orange hair.

I was, like, "Who is this kid?" My dad

was like, "That's you." I freaked out

over it. Ever since then, I've enjoyed

dyeing my hair red.

So your natural color isn't red? It

was at some point, but now it's actu-

ally a really light brown or blonde. It's

kind of gross-looking.

Have you ever considered pulling

a Britney Spears and shaving your

head? That would be a riot. Dude, I

would love to shave my head and just

stick it to everyone!

Your image would undoubtedly tal<e

a hit. though. Yeah, I think kids would

have a field day with that. People

really feed off bands' images. When
we started. I despised wearing

makeup. I didn't even want to put

ChapStick on for photo shoots.

Is it true that you have a tattoo on

your ankle that says shave me? I do.

It's on the inside of my right ankle.

On the Warped Tour a few years ago,

if I wore shorts or if I wore my pants

rolled up. someone by the end of the

day would have written "Shave me"

on my ankle. So I was like, "I'm going

to have to get that tattooed so you

guys won't have to do it anymore."

Has your tour with No Doubt earned

you any older fans? Yeah, totally. But

we saw a lot of that after we did the

Twilight soundtrack. You would think

that would only appeal to 12-year-

olds, but we started noticing a lot of

older women at our shows. It's nuts!

Older women do seem to have a

thing for vampires. Yeah. What is

that? It's creepy! It's like a cougar fan-

tasy of some kind.

You recorded a solo track for the

Jennifer's Body soundtrack. How
did that come about? It's just some-

thing I did for fun. It actually got picked

for the soundtrack a long time ago.

Since that was right in the middle of

the strain and tension that our band

was going through, I was, like, there's

no way. Somehow the movie wasn't

finished yet a year and a half later, and

they came back to me about it, and our

band was in a completely different situ-

ation, feeling great, with a new record

to show for it. So I was, like, why not?

So you were concerned that doing

a solo song would fuel the rumors

about Paramore possibly breaking

up? Of course. The last thing we want

is to be putting out a record and have

our fans think that one of us has a

different focus. I have no intention of

making some solo song that I did on a

soundtrack my priority. Still, I feel really

good about it. because this is one thing

that I completed by myself and that

someone got ahold of and enjoyed.

What would have to happen for

you to go solo? Oh my gosh. All the

guys would have to be kidnapped

and there would be a ransom note

that would say: "Hayley. make a solo

album or your friends die." Our focus

is on Paramore, and that's where our

loyalty lies. We're all going to have

different opportunities come up, and

we'll probably take them. At the same

time, I don't think any of us would

ever do anything that completely

screws up what we've got going on.

I read on your Twitter recently that

you had a dream about Robert

Smith. What was it about? This is so

weird that we're talking about this: I

feel like it's d6jS vu. I can't fully remem-

ber the Robert Smith dream, but just

last night I dreamed I was in a school

cafeteria and something really bad hap-

pened to Morrissey He was brought in

on a stretcher and then rolled through

the room to some kind of hospital. And

I just started crying uncontrollably

Then I woke up. It was awful.

Crazy. Dude, it was so terrible. I didn't

feel like I wanted to tell anyone online

about it because I didn't want it to be

like I had secret thoughts of some-

thing terrible happening to Morrissey,

because I love Morrissey!

Do you often dream about other

rock stars? Especially on this tour,

I have been having some outland-

ish dreams. Maybe it's because of

No Doubt, but we're entering into a

whole new world of celebrity.

Who liave you met? I met P. Diddy Or

DIddy. I like to call him Puffy because,

let's be honest, that's who he is. He

actually came to the Vegas show to see

us. I was really impressed. But you want

to know the coolest celebrity encoun-

ter I've had in my whole life?

Bring It on. All right. So I went on tour

with my boyfriend [Chad Gilbert of

New Found Glory]. We were some-

where in Indiana, staying on his bus.

but it was in the parking lot of a Days

Inn. And someone's like. "Dude. Pauly

Shore is coming to the parking lot."

Wow. Yeah. The dude said. "We met

these chicks from Hooters, and they

know Pauly Shore, and they're bringing

him to the parking lot. and we're going

to hang out with him." Me and my boy-

friend were watching True Blood on the

bus. and I'm wearing a blanket, right?

Pauly Shore shov/s up. and I walk out-

side in my blanket and walk up to him

and say "Hey it's so nice to meet you,"

and he doesn't say anything except,

"Oh, you look snuggly." And I freaked

out on him because he sounded just

like all of his characters. He'll never

remember it, but it was a life-changing

moment for me.

You grew up in a religious family.

What kind of music did your parents

listen to? A lot of Boston. And my
mom was a huge Adam and the Ants

fan. My granddad listened to a lot of

Motown and Elvis and Johnny Cash.

So I was kind of well-rounded.

So no Christian music? Yeah. There

was definitely some of that. My mom
remarried, and my stepdad was a

super Southern Baptist nazi. I guess

you'd call it. So I definitely got a good

bit of. you know, DC Talk.

DC Talk? DC Talk is a Christian rap

group. And what's crazy about it

is-oh, you are so awful!

Excuse me? Dude, there is, like, a

water-balloon war about to start

outside this tour bus. Just letting you

know that I might be screaming and

running in a few minutes. Anyway,

what's weird is we actually know some

of those DC Talk dudes now because

we all live in Franklin, Tennessee, which

is like the mecca of Christian music.

So what's on Jesus' iPod? Dude, I don't

think he needs an iPod. He's Jesus!

"I don't think any of us would ever

do anything that completely^ screws
up what we've got going on."
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Iililli.! BREAKING OUT

PLAYBOY TRE
Streetwise Atlanta MC ditches day job and finds solace in the bottle

A young Jay-Z came up with

rhymes in his head in

order to impress his

friend, the Notorious B.I.G.

Atlanta's Playboy Tre learned to do

the same thing for a less playful rea-

son: He didn't want to get fired.

'My boss hated the fact that I would

come off the truck to write raps." says

Tre. 30. taking time out from breakfast

at a Kansas City. Missouri diner to

reminisce about his days loading cargo

vans. "He told me. 'If you come off

that fuckin' truck again to write these

silly-ass raps. I'm gonna fire you!' So

I had to learn how to memorize

"

He didn't get fired; he quit and took

the skills he acquired on the job into

the lab. Combining a strident flow

with boozy philosophy. Tre has belat-

edly emerged from a new stable of

thoughtful Southern MCs that also

includes Spree Wilson and Pill.

Though he appeared on Lil Jon's

2004 Crunk Juice, the man bom
Clarence Montgomery III didn't earn

serious notice until 2008 when, after

building his name by playing hypeman

for guitar-strumming rap polymath

B.o.B. he released the acclaimed mix

tape Goodbye America.

If early tracks like the Led Zep-

sampling "Talkin Bout Her" show

Tre's lighter side, then last July's

emotionally wrenching, self-released

Liquor Store Mascot flaunted his gift

for conscious lyrics and dramatic

beats, particularly on the skittering

"Living in the Bottle." which, like

many of his songs, takes hooch as

its topic.

"It's not that I'm this big alcoholic,

but I do love drinking," Tre says. "I

have made some major mistakes in

life during times when I've been drink-

ing. I'm not trying to glorify it. That's

just who I am: the drunk loner."

Fittingly, this loner is unsigned.

("If the majors come, that's cool," he

says. "If not. we're gonna build this

foundation. Seeing [independent]

artists like Murs rock 20,000 or

30.000 people changed my perspec-

tive on things.") He's not sitting by

the phone, though. A currently

untitled mix tape is due this month,

and he'll be touring with B.o.B

through the end of the year.

All of which is to say, Tre won't

have to worry at>out getting a pink

slip anytime soon.

BYSEAN FENNESSEY

PHOTOGRAPH BY RYAN FLYNN
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Drinking on the patio of a

Toronto bar, the Rural

Alberta Advantage sit

underneath a mural touting

Big Rock Beer: "Alberta's Other Natural

Resource.' The irony of the ad is not

lost on drummer Paul Banwatt, 28,

multi-instrumentalist Amy Cole, 30,

and singer-guitarist Nils Edenloff, 30.

"You can't escape your home," says

the freckled Edenloff, who grew up in

Edmonton. "Even though you want to

leave, it's so much a part of you,

whether you like it or not."

Leaving obscurity behind has been

easier After starting out playing

weekly open-mic nights at a Toronto

biker hangout, the band got a boost

from eMusic late last year, when the

online retailer featured them as a

"Selects" artist. Hometowns, the trio's

independently released debut,

promptly became the best-selling

album from a so designated act on the

site to date. Conor Oberst's Saddle

Creek label soon came calling from

south of the border: the Nebraska indie

reissued the album here this past July.

But the Canadians have yet to meet

their benefactor. "We read a magazine

with him in it on tour," says Banwatt.

"I think that's our closest connection."

Not quite. Hometowns is a sparkling

exemplar of the Omaha sound, as

Edenloff's lyrics, sung In a nasal yelp

reminiscent of labelmate Tim Kasher

of Cursive, take their inspiration from

both the ghosts of his heart (as on the

gently propulsive "Don't Haunt This

Place") and those of his rough-hewn

home province (the eerie "Dethbridge

In Lethbridge"). The emotion-drenched

songs are graced with sparse, percus-

sive arrangements, full of lustrous boy-

girl harmonies and anthemic hooks.

Having worked through, and been

rewarded for. their uneasy nostalgia-

the band members were told they

would be "White Hatted" on their

next visit to Calgary, where they will

receive matching cowboy hats rather

than keys to the city-the RAA have

begun mapping an ambitious follow-

up, a Canadian counterptart to SuQan

Stevens' album-per-state project.

"There's been such a great response to

the Alberta songs," explains Edenloff.

"But even if there are only ten

provinces, it's a very lofty goal."

"Just think," encourages Banwatt.

"We'll be done five times sooner!"

BY CHANDLER LEVACK

PHOTOCRAPH BY JOE FUDA
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A king once offered me a generous

gift if I revealed my distillation

process. But I thought, what am I

going to do with Prussia?

TASTE ABOVE ALL ELSE
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THE HEAVY
West Country Brits leave England to find love for their raucous stompers

Two years ago. something

finally went right for the

Heavy. After almost a

decade of inexplicable U.K.

indifference to their swaggering

garage rock and sweaty R&B, the

then-intermittently gigging quartet

found an appreciative audience-

5.000 miles from their tiny home-

town of Noid, England-when the

band was invited to Austin. Texas, for

the South by Southwest festival.

Three raucous shows later-including

one with MGMT at a Playboy party-

the band knew they had found a safe

haven. A U.S. record deal soon followed.

"That was pretty special." admits

singer Kelvin Swaby. 36. sitting along-

side guitarist Daniel Taylor. 35. bassist

Spencer Page. 26. and drummer Chris

Ellul. 27. in a posh central London bar.

(Keyboardist Hannah Collins left last

year when touring became too

demanding.) "Our whole thing has

always been to take everything Amer-

ica has thrown at us-a little blues and

soul, a lot of rock-and give it a British

twist, so recognition from the land of

our forefathers was sweet."

The band s sophomore release.

The House That Din Built (Counter/

+1 Records) is a different kind of tasty

With guttural funk ("How You Like Me
Now"), apocalyptic reggae ("Cause for

Alarm"), and muddy blooze ("What

You Want Me to Do") splashed among

the ftery motorvators. Dirt plays like a

blast of bad hoodoo, all topped off by

Swaby's licentious howl. When he

sings. "What the Devil wants / the

Devil gonna get" on the jailbait ballad

"Sixteen." you don't doubt him.

But even though the band mem-
bers have been able to quit their day

jobs. Taylor, who started the Heavy

with Swaby when they were still

working at a Gap store outside Noid.

can t shake some lingering cynicism.

lamenting everything from down-

loads (two months before its October

release, he estimated that Dirf had

been illegally dug up more than

30.000 times) to an upcoming State

side )aunt. "Our ridiculous touring

schedule makes meeting girls impos-

sible. After all the traveling and all the

shows, you feel so rubbish that the

last thing you want to do is meet any-

body You're too tired."

So It's all early nights, then?

He smiles. "1 didn't say that."

BY NICK DUEROEN

PHOTOGRAPH BY ROBERTA RIDOLFI
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SongsYou Must Hear Now!
Q sissy Wbh'DWTS-

"Do what they say!' chirps this

Norwegian pixie as synths flare

and drunns snap What do they

want you to do? Dance like the

city's on fire, of course!

2. Thorn Vorfca "All for the

Best" Yorkes tensile testimony

IS perfiaps his most affecting,

bve-song performance ever

(from the Mark Mulcahy tribute

Cwo My Shining Star)

3. TiM Roots "How I Got Over"

The legendary crew drops

another weary but uplifting,

soul-savih groove, with Black

Thought nudging you to at

least trK to give a fuck

4. TlwBlgPlnic'Doniinos' An

aw/esomely anthemic electro-

rock daydream with a message:

Guys in bands cheat And write

songs about it And expect

sympathy And we'll give it.

5. Sondre Lerche "Like

Lazenby' Regrets, flubbed

lines, and burned bridges are all

aswirl in this gorgeous orches-

tral pop ballad, inspired by Bond

wash-out George Lazenby

O Ox Radst "Fake Patois"

Auto-Tuned toasts and groggy

riddims from the noted

Brooklyn authenticity theorists,

Jay-Z. Snow. Bad Brains, and

Jamaican jockey Shaun

Bridgmohan all get name-

checked Joke's on them' Us?

7. MoiHitaln Goats "Genesis

3:23" A spookily jaunty folk-

rock ditty about breaking into

the house where you 'used to

live'-with a twist ending.

a Atlas Sound, feat. Noah
Lennox "Walkabout"

Bradford Cox's blissed-out

fantasy of an Animal Collective

song playing on a merry-go-

round at Panama City Beach

in 1966.

9. The GratesTwo Kinds of

Right" If Yeah Yeah Yeahs had

genuinely wanted to rule radio

and arenas after 'Maps.' it

mighfve sounded like this bold

guitar churn

to. Ghostface Killah. feat.

Raheem 'Radio'

DeVaughn "Baby" Rolling

dice and a grand piano's

rumble open Ghost's new
gangsta-Romeo phase, and

his brash baby-talk more than

justifies the dramatic risk

Q Japandroids "The Boys Are

Leaving Town" The title is a

Thin Lizzy goof The yelping

Vancouverites' exploding

guitars and blue-ball drum

bashing are not, Phil Lynott

would approve.

12. Kurt VHe "Ovemite Religion'

Vile's entire catalog feels like

one long hypnotically jangling

mantra. Here, he slyly nods at

songstruaure. then recedes

behind his reverb curtain

13. Joe Gideon a the Shark

"Hide a Seek" This nervy UK.

couple convey the creeping

menace of a kid's birthday

party through a classmate's

guilty eyes

14. Neon Indian "Should Have

Taken Add With You"

A universal sertiment appro-

priately expressed as a squishy.

synth-splashed reverie,

15. Wawes "Cool Jumper"

With Hella s Zach Hill now
drumming, this dense, six-

minute crash of vocal whoo

and guitar spew is Wawes'

most compelling emission yet

SissyWish
Home base: Bergen, Norway

Began: 1996 Influences: "Michael

Jackson's Offthe Wall and Animal

Collective," says the Nordic oddball,

"Also Kitaro's Japanese classical

music" Sound like: "I don't know,

I try to mix bird sounds and
factory noises into pop songs

that sound new' Latest release:

Beauties Never Die (Afternoon)

Das Racist

Home base: Brooklyn Began:

2008 Influences: Ghostface Killah,

Cheech Mann, and the Beatles were

a few of the names yuk-rap duo
Victor Vazquez and Himanshu Sun

dropped in a lengthy e-mail, Sound
like: "Whatever I tell people, I usually

do air quotes with my fingers,"

writes Vazquez, Latest release:

Greedheadz EP (self-released)

Japandroids

Home base: Vancouver Began:

2006 Influences: "We're stealing a

lot from the Sonics,' admits guitarist

Brian King, of the garage-rock duo.

(Drummer David Prowse—no,

not Darth Vader-is his partner)

Sounds like: "A two-person

rock'n'roll band trying to sound like a

five-person rock'n'roll band" Latest

release: Post-Nothing (Polyvinyl)
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MOVING

EDDIE VEDDER AND GANG HAVE AN AX TO
GRIND—AND THROW—AS ROCK'S FORMER
ANGRY YOUNG MEN TRY A NEW APPROACH

By JOSH EELLS

TARGETS*'
Cci



Mike McCready, Stone

Gossard, Eddie Vedder.

Matt Cameron, and Jeff

Ament. shot for spin in

London, August 10. 2009
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YOU HAVEN'T REALLY TASTED DEATH

UNTIL YOU'VE BEEN
INCHES AWAY
FROM AN AX SWUNG BY

DDI
VEDDER.

Not that Vedder is careless. He'sjust. . .focused. He

gets this look: You know the one, from the "Jer-

emy" video, vaguely lupine—lips curled, fangs

bared, eyes crazy. He grips the haft with both

hands, draws the blade back over his head, and

lets it fly, watching it tumble end over end in an

elegant arc, sinking into its target—a three-foot-

wide cedar stump—with a deep, satisfying thunk.

"Bull's-eye. Mark it," Vedder says, pumping

his fist. "Hey, you need another beer?"

At this point Tve been in Vedder's company for

about eight hours. We've surfed, we've swum,

we've sailed. We've drunk and drunk some

more. I've met his wife; I've high-fived his kids.

I'm almost starting to feel like pan of the family.

Remember: This is an intensely private man
who swats away adulation with bland pro-

nouncements like "I don't want the personality

to become bigger than the music." (Such princi-

pled evasiveness, of course, only makes the adu-

lation run deeper.) As the lead singer of Pearl

Jam, he found superstardom in the early '90s,

then spent the next decade and a half disman-

tling it, a guerrilla campaign of career suicide

that's become rock legend: The band boycotted

Ticketmaster, making touring next to impossi-

ble. They refused to shoot videos, a gesture this

magazine once called so "profoundly anticom-

mercial.. .that it remains virtually peerless."

Yet, here we are, in 2009, and Pearl Jam have

a new album coming out, along with something

an observer who didn't know better might even

call a marketing strategy. They're onTVcommer-
cials, in Roc^c Band, on Cold Case. They're selling

songs to video games and ringtones to Verizon.

They're coming soon to a Target near you.

And tfiis afternoon, at one of his West Seattle

homes, Eddie Vedder and I are drinking beer and

throwing axes. Which can only mean one oftwo

things: Either this is about to be the scene of

the first-ever music-journalist ambush/murder.

Or Pearl Jam have finally decided to lighten up.

"Stand clear!" he yells, setting down his beer.

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh. Thunk.

LOS ANGELES, TWO
MONTHS EARLIER:
The machine is gearing up. Pearl Jam are at the

Universal Studios lot for the taping of the pre-

miere episode of The Tonight Show With Conan

O'Brien. Backstage, the scene is one of choreo-

graphed pandemonium: PAs are shouting into

walkie-talkies, pages are checking and recheck-

ing their clipboards, gaffers are... gaffing. Even

the band members, comfortably holed up in their

two greenrooms, aren't safe from opening-night

kinks. About 45 minutes before showtime, bass-

ist JeffAment and drummer Matt Cameron real-

ize they've been locked in their dressing room.

Cameron gives the knob a yank—even his

drummer forearms are no help. "Is anyone out

there?" he calls through the door.

"Dudes, we're fucking locked in!" yells

Ament. "Someone ask Max Weinberg if he can

play Man's drum parts!"

It might be safer in there. Three hours ago,

news broke that the band's new album. Back-

spacer, would be self-released and distributed in

partnership with Target. There's nuance to the

deal (more on that in a minute), but right now
all anyone knows is that Pearl Jam, the self-righ-

teous standard-bearers of No Logo anticonsum-

erism, will be following in the gilded footsteps

of Christina Aguilera and the Black Eyed Peas.

Out on the loading dock, their manager of 19

years, an unexcitable man named Kelly Curtis,

is on his phone running damage control—while

simultaneously prepping the band for their big-

gest rollout in at least a decade.

Back in the (now unlocked) dressing room,

Ament is watching ESPN on mute. Six weeks

ago, he and the band's tour manager were

robbed outside Atlanta's Southern Tracks studio

by three knife-wielding attackers who allegedly

made off with a BlackBerry, Ament's passport,

and $3,000 cash. Ament was treated for head

injuries at the scene.

"You doing all right?" I ask, by way of intro-

duction.

His reply is curt 'Tm not talking about Atlanta."

Okay, then.

Goateed and serious, the 46-year-old Ament

is the group's tut-tutting moral compass. Mike

McCready calls him "intense, a decision-maker, a

questioner of things." Along with guitarist Stone

Gossard, he's the one who testified in front of

Congress during the Ticketmaster crusade, and

since the beginning he's overseen most of the

band's visuals through his graphic-design shop.

He seems the least likely member of Pearl Jam

to advocate hopping into bed with a corporation

currently ranked No. 28 on the Fortune 500.

And yet: "Target just seemed like the best

partner for us right now," Ament explains.

"They're hipper. They have a huge philanthropy

side." They were also, according to Curtis, the

only big-box retailer willing to share distribu-

tion rights with independent music stores and

Pearl Jam's fan club—a must for the band.

"We've spent the last four years thinking about

this shit," says Ament. "It's not like we went

with Target because we liked the logo."

For the band, the financial upside is clear. By

releasing the album themselves, they get a bigger

cut of each sale—something like $4 or $5, com-

pared to about $2 on a major. Since they paid for

everything up front, there's also no record-label

advance to recoup. And maybe most importjmt,

they own the rights to the master recordings,

which not even their hero Bruce Springsteen can

presently claim. Still, there is a certain karmic

irony in the notion that a band that gave corpo-

rate America the finger so hard for so long might

finally be softening. Just this afternoon, in a post

about the deal on Stereogum, one commenter

summed up the inevitable reaaion perfectly:

"Looks like those thugs in Atlanta stole their cred,

too." I ask if they're worried about a backlash.

"Oh sure," Ament says. "Especially the way

the media can put it out there. We're gonna get

lumped in with the Eagles, with AC/DC. But it's

totally different. And people say, 'Oh, Pearl Jam
are working with this corporation'—fuck that!

We were on Sony for 20 years."

The taping goes weU. They play "Got Some"

off Backspacer, yuk it up with Will Ferrell, give

Conan a guitar. Then, after a post-show dinner

at the Ivy, they scatter—like most groups who've

been sharing a bus for 20 years, they don't hang

out much when they're not working.
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Back at their beachside Santa Monica hotel,

only guitarist Mike McCready lingers in the

lobby. "Check it out," he says, grinning like a kid

who just pocketed a pack of baseball cards. He

pulls out a nameplate emblazoned with pearl

JAM and the Tonight Show logo, freshly swiped

from the greenroom door. "Pretty cool, huh?"

One ofthe great myths about Pearl Jam is that

they never wanted to be successful. The truth is,

wanting to be successful is what brought them

together in the first place. Gossard and Ament

split from the Seattle grunge godfathers Green

River because they wanted a major-label deal

and the rest of the band didn't. McCready was

even more ambitious, moving to L.A. in 1986 in

hopes of hitting it big with his hair-metal band

Shadow. (The closest he got was opening for

ex-Duran Duran guitarist Andy Taylor.)

"Ofcourse we want to sell records," McCready

says the next morning, walking on the beach.

"That's never been a thing we didn't want to do.

But back in the day, the spotlight came on very

quickly, and Ed wanted to pull back because his

life had gone completely upside-down. I wanted

to keep running—I was like, 'I've been playing

in bands all my life. Now we have this chance,

let's see how far we can get with it.'"

Pearl Jam did not keep running. But now,

they're starting to. As part of the Target deal,

the band agreed to shoot a commercial with

director Cameron Crowe, a friend even before

he cast them in 1992's Singles. They're also

working with the makers ofRock Band on an all-

PJ edition of the game, to be released next year.

And the fact that 9.2 million viewers tuned in to

The Tonight Show can only help.

"We've always tried to subvert the business,"

McCready says. "But now that we're putting out

a record on our own, we're taking on the respon-

sibility of sinking or swimming ourselves. If that

means writing a song that sounds like a main-

stream radio hit, we're going to do that. And if it

means going on TV to promote ourselves, we're

going to do that, too."

McCready digs a toe in the sand. "At a certain

point," he says, "it's like, who are we even fight-

ing against?"

"WELCOME TO
MY HIDEAWAY,

"

Eddie Vedder says, greeting me with a hand-

shake and a beer.

He's sitting on the porch of a three-bedroom

tear-down on the shores of Seattle's Puget Sound,

just down the hill from the house he's lived in

"AT A CERTAIN POINT, IT'S LIKE,

WHO ARE WE EVEN

FIGHTING
AGAINST?"

MIKE McCREADY

since 1992. He bought the place last September

and has been refurbishing it into a surf shack. It's

very much a work in progress: stripped siding,

bare concrete floors, exposed wires, no plumb-

ing. (There's a porta-potty around the back;

Vedder usuallyjust pees in the yard.) He built the

fence himself Vkith a backhoe and a belt sander.

And though he doesn't know it yet, he's about 24

hours away from catching a nasty case of poison

oak while clearing brush in the backyard.

Vedder, 44, is in full-on beach-bum mode
today—wispy beard, long hair tucked under

a mesh baseball cap, tank top, board shorts. A

fresh American Spirit dangles from his mouth,

and his lips are white with sunscreen. On the

porch, his dog, a brown mutt named Hank, is

sprawled next to a cooler full of Coronas. Vedder

fishes one out, then picks up a pair of binoculars

from the table and gazes at the water. "So, you

wanna go for a paddle?"

We grab surfboards and walk down to the

shore. "I'm a surfer living in exile," Vedder sighs.

Occasionally, he'll catch a few waves from a pass-

ing tugboat, but mosdy he has to setde for paddle-

boarding, a surf-canoe hybrid he learned from his

friend, pro surfer Laird Hamilton. On his recent

solo tour, he paddled at almost every stop: the

Hudson, the Potomac, a lake in Nashville—every-

where but Philadelphia. ("There was a foimtain

at the hotel," he says. "I thought about it.")

We've been out for about half an hour when a

silhouette appears on shore, waving and calUng

for its daddy. "I think that's my little girt," Ved-

der says. We paddle over.

Standing on the rocks in a flower-print swim-

suit is his five-year-old daughter, Olivia. Behind

her is her mom (and Vedder's vdfe), model Jill

McCormick, holding ten-month-old Harper.

The girls just got back from a day at the zoo;

now they're on their way to the pool.

Vedder takes Olivia's hand—he calls her Oli

—

and they walk down to the water together. She

tells him about the polar bears and the jaguars

and the baby gorilla that was even smaller than

her. She picks up a httle hermit crab and hands

it to him as a present; he finds one and gives it to

her. "Aww," she says, "yours is bigger."

After a few minutes, Jill calls to her—Dad has

to get back to work. Vedder bends dowm, scoops

Olivia up, gives her a kiss on the cheek. She

squeezes his neck. "I love you. Daddy."

"I love you, too."

Back out on the water, Vedder says, "I try to not

be away from them for more than two weeks at

a time." He grew up not knowing his own father,
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who died when he was 13, and he seems deter-

mined not to let history repeat itself. He takes

Olivia to Mariners games, taught her how to

swing a bat, tutors her about waves and tides. This

summer he gave her surf lessons on Oahu's North

Shore, bribing her with Hawaiian shaved ice.

Veddersays he'd probably be a surf instructor

if he weren't a musician. But he also hjis this fan-

tasy: "Sometimes I think the best thing 1 could

do would be to get a tow truck and just drive it

around. Throw a chainsaw in the back, maybe

a set of jumper cables. Just look for people to

help." Somehow, coming from Vedder—rock's

closest thing to a Holden Caulfield—this doesn't

sound patently ridiculous.

You can hear it in "The Fixer," Backspacer^s

taut, earwig of a lead single. Lyrically, the song

is simple: Vedder sings about something being

wrong, then says what he'll do to make it better.

If it's cold, he'll put a little fire on it; if it's low,

he'll put a little high on it.

"I'm the type ofperson whowakes up and asks,

'What can I fix?'" he says. "But for a long time, if

there was nothing to fix, I'd break something. So

I guess in terms of being happy—at least I'm not

breaking things on purpose anymore."

IT'S THE LAST WEEKEND
IN JULY, AND SEATTLE
IS FREAKING OUT.
Highs are topping 90, the rain clouds have been

AWOL for weeks, and pasty Washingtonians are

stripping off their earth-tone flarmel and par-

tying like druids at the summer solstice. One

particularly gorgeous Saturday afternoon, I get

a message from Stone Gossard: We're having a

dock party at the house—come on over.

TUcked away on the shores of Lake Washing-

ton, the Gossard homestead is a shrine to mod-

ernist modesty: glass walls, a patio, a simple

wooden dock. Gossard, 43, in a pair of green

swim trunks, has just put his two-year-old daugh-

ter, Vivian, down for a nap, and his hair is still

wet from the lake. We take a seat down by the

dock, his dog, Basie, curled up underfoot.

For Backspacer, longtime collaborator Bren-

dan O'Brien produced the band for the first

time since 1998's Yield. They worked fast—just

23 days from tracking to mixing, less time than

any album since Ten. At 37 minutes, it's also

their shortest album ever, and "The Fixer" is the

catchiest thing they've done in years.

"Fve been disappointed in some ofourrecords,"

Gossard says. "It's been awhile since people said,

'I gotta go buy this new Pecirl Jam.' But I think this

record is what we could've done for the last five

records, in terms of re-engaging with the roots of

why this band works. And ifno one hkes it, I will

be shocked. Because I know it's good."

Once upon a time, Gossard was as head-

strong as the rest of the band. Now that they're

all (save Ament) dads, they've settled into a sort

of middle-aged realpolitik. "Being stubborn.

HOW WE'VE COVERED

PEARL JAM'S

UPS AND
DOWNS
THROUGH THE YEARS

"We had five days of rehearsals,

we wrote ten songs, and then we
played a show. On the seventh

day, we went into the studio and

then to see the Bulls play the

Sonics in the Kingdome."

EDDIE VEDDER, SEPTEMBER 1991

"It's almost turned into the job we
never wanted in the first place."

STONE GOSSARD. DECEMBER 1992

"I was talking to someone from

Sub Pop at a party, and they

said to me, 'Man, you're fuck-

ing everywhere.' And I'm like, I

haven't given an interview in a

year, every time someone tries

to take my picture I put my head

down, so how does that fucking

work that I'm everywhere?"

EDDIE VEDDER, DECEMBER 1993

"It just seems like there are

all these people out there that

would love to be my friend

or something, yet I don't really

have any. Because I don't know
who to relate to. I don't feel

like people relate to me as a

normal human being."

EDDIE VEDDER, JANUARY 1995

"We're having a great

time these days."

STONE GOSSARD, FEBRUARY 1997

holding on to the core of yourself through thick

and thin—there's something to be said for that,"

Gossard says. "But you're gonna spend a lot of

time fighting over a mile of territory instead of

opening yourself up to those big moon shots."

I ask him if the band ever regrets being so dif-

ficult, if maybe they missed out on something.

"Sometimes," he says. "I look back and think, 'I

could've been so much smarter, more helpful.

Fuck, I could have had so much morefun.'"
Minutes later, Vivian comes toddling over—the

nap didn't take. She pats Basie on the head and

crawls on Gossard's lap, her hair a mop ofblonde

cutis. I tell her I like her pink ladybug dress.

"Thank you," she says. "I got it at Target."

Gossard nearly falls out of his chair. "I prom-

ise I didn't tell her to say that."

"WANNA TAKE THE BOAT
OUT?" VEDDER ASKS.

The boat is not what you think. It's a motorboat,

about ten feet long, baby blue, with bench seats

like a '57 Chevy. Vedder found itonthesideof the

road a couple of years ago and brought it home;

his only improvement wras a new motor. "T\venty-

five hundred bucks," he says. "Good as new."

He packs a duffel bag with ice and some Coro-

nas and we head out to sea. Cruising the soimd,

Vedder points out the sights—his first apartment

in Seattle, the Olympic Peninsula, Mount Rainier.

Neil Young's Prairie Wind blasts on the speakers.

He makes lemdfall on tiny Blake Island, kicks off

his shoes, and parks himself on the beach.

These days, when most people think of Ved-

der—if they think of him at all—it's as a scowl-

ing rabble-rouserwho spent the past eight years

(and two albums) informing audiences that

George W. Bush was not a very good president.

It's easy to forget that he was, for a moment,

perhaps the biggest rock star in the world. Even

if they never record another album. Pearl Jam
can still sell out multiple nights in arenas.

So at a certain point...what is the point? Peo-

ple who like PearlJam will listen to them; people

who don't, won't. Why go to all this trouble?

Vedder takes a sip, thinks for a minute.

"There were a few years where I'd meet people

and they'd say, 'So what are you guys up to?' And
we had just done, like. RiotAct—we'd done a cou-

ple good records. It was like they thoughtwewere
some band that only existed for a few years."

Like, "I rememberyou guys—1992, right?"

"Exactly. And I feel like if we were a niche

band, then we'd have our little thing now and

that would be fine. But we're bigger than that.

I think these songs are worth hearing. And it's

not like the airwaves are cluttered with the

greatest music. What—if we don't do it, Ameri-

can Idol vrill? A lot of what we're doing now is

about getting new ranks of kids coming in, and

not just playing for old people all the time."

Because thenyou're Foghat at the statefair.

"Right. Which is great, too, 'cause it's Foghat,

and we're at the state fair, and we're waiting for
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'Slow Ride,' and then it's, 'Baby, put down your

chili cheese dog, it's "Slow Ride"!' I just don't

ever want it to be, 'Baby, put down your chili

cheese dog, it's "Jeremy".'"

Two years ago, Vedder recorded his first solo

album, a folky, acoustic soundtrack for Into

the Wild. Directed by his friend Sean Penn, the

film tells the story of Christopher McCandless,

a stubborn 22-year-old who, fed up with the

misplaced preoccupations of modem society,

decides to quit the game. Sound familiar?

"Ifyou drew a graph of everything that was go-

ing on inside that kid, then did the same for me,

you could put them on an overhead projector and

our transparencies would match up exactly."

McCandless, of course (spoiler alert), takes

it too far, ignoring all the goodwill around him

and literally killing himself to prove his point.

He could have been a martyr, but mostly he

"WE STILL THINK WE'RE

ONE OF THE
BEST BANDS
AROUND.
FORGIVE US IF WE TRY TO

BALANCE OUT OUR EARLIER

SABOTAGE."
EDDIE VEDDER

just seems foolish—a well-meaning young man
fighting battles that didn't need to be fought.

I ask Vedder if there's a lesson there. "We still

feel that drive, and we we're one of the best rock

groups [around]," he says. "So forgive us ifwe do

something to balance out that earlier sabotage."

He pauses. "We're trying to do what he did,

except without dying."

It's cooling off, so we head back to the shack.

On the porch, someone (Vedder's wife? His pub-

licist?) has left a little care package: nectarines, a

box ofStoned Wheat Thins, and most egregiously,

a bowl of cherries. "What's this, the cherry fairy?"

Vedder asks in mock horror. "We can't have man
camp with fucking cherries lying around."

We swap stories about hiking and baseball

and other man-campy things. Then Vedder starts

talking about his newest hobby: ax throwing. He

pulls out his iPhone and scrolls through pictures

of a target he and Laird Hamilton built in Hawaii.

One shows Vedder brandishing a four-foot-long

chainsaw; another, a large double-headed ax.

He flashes a conspiratorial grin. "Wanna try it?"

We grab baseball helmets and Coronas from

the garage and head out back. The rules are sim-

ple: zero to five points per throw depending on

how close you are to the bull's-eye; first man to

21 wins. It's kind of like darts

—

only with axes.

"Do you like Bruce?" Vedder asks, popping The

River into a CD boom box. He proceeds to tell a

Springsteen story, complete with a flawless Boss

impression. Pretty soon we're talking about he-

roes, then dads, and all the while he keeps disap-

pearing into the garage and emerging with more

beer. Eventually I'm hit by a dreamlike realiza-

tion: Eddie Vedder is drunk, and I am drunk, and

we are throwing axes at a tree stump in the dark.

By now, we've gone through at least a case.

Empty bottles litter the ground; Vedder is on his

I

second pack ofsmokes. "Let's take a little seventh-

inning stretch," he suggests. We walk over to the

western side ofthe lot, looking out over the sound

and the islands and the mountains beyond. The

late-evening sun is a deep crimson, shimmery

on the black water. Vedder tosses a tennis ball

to Hank, then takes a swig of beer. "I don't know
why anyone would want to live facing east."

By now it's a little after ten. Jill has probably

put the kids to bed and is wondering where he

is—except she knows him, and of course he start-

ed throwing axes. He'll turn offthe boom box, toss

the empties into the recycling bin, maybe have

one last smoke. Then he'll head up the hill, kiss his

girls goodnight, and collapse into bed, comfort-

able in the knowledge that, today, he did his part.

Back in the bad old days, Cameron Crowe

described Vedder as "an open wound." Earlier, on

the island, I asked him if he thought he'd healed.

He took a long, theatrical drag off his ciga-

rette. "Yeah. That wound don't sting anymore.

The trick is, you have to learn how to tap into it.

Anybody who thinks it has to be gaping to make

great art, I don't agree. The memory's enough."

And then Eddie Vedder, the dark, brooding

shaman of disillusionment and anguish, laughed

at himself. "Pain," he said. "It's just too painful." »
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After surviving a

religious cult and

years of druggy

disarray, Christopher

Owens emerges with

GIRLS, the best new
band of the year

ON CHRISTOPHER OWENS
Nortik shirt, nortik.com

ON JR WHITE Public School

shin, bloomlngdales.com.

THIS IS WHAT I'm talking about!"

Christopher Owens slams his

hand down on a wooden tabletop

in a San Francisco diner, slosh-

ing chicken soup out of his bowl.

The singer-guitarist for Girls, the

fledgling band responsible for the year's most

captivating—if not outright best—debut album,

is referring to a moment two years ago, after he

and partner Chet JR White posted their band's

first song, "Lust for Life," on MySpace. A fan

had approached Owens at a Los Angeles show,

opiening her diary to a page on which she had

transcribed the lyrics and elaborately pasted

pictures of her and her friends all around them.

Stirred by the memory, Owens straightens

up, pulling his dirty-blond hair into a pile on

top of his head. "1 don't care about your band

if you're like, 'It's really cool because it sounds

like my guitar is being played by a cat, and I'm

squealing and knocking things over, and oh my
God, what a blast,' " he says with uncharacter-

istic fervor. "I want to make music where the

person will remember the lyrics, they can sing

along, and it has a positive effect."

That's more of an imperative than a desire

for Owens. After spending his childhood in an

apocalyptic, sexually perverse cult called the

Children ofGod (an offshoot ofthe late-'60s hip-

pie fringe group the Jesus Movement), he has

struggled his entire adult life to reconnect with

the world from which he was once so fanatically

sheltered. The 30-year-old has lived amid such

extreme volatility that he hasn't had the luxury
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of ironic distance. When he speaks passionately,

you believe every word. And when he sings his

troubles in a buoyant, beguiling voice, there's

not a trace of insincere affectation.

"It's like, everybody has a band," he contin-

ues. "It's this thing people do because they think

they're supposed to do it, because they want to

get chicks or think they're cool. It's not about

that for me." Owens pauses and runs a hand

—

nails covered in chipped pink polish—through

his long hair.

"It's about finding a reason to be alive."

BORN IN FLORIDA, Owens bounced

between communes in Asia and

Europe with his mother and sis-

ters. (His father left the Children of

God when its rejection of medical

assistance resulted in an older son's death from

pneumonia.) Traditional work was prohibited

in the cult, so leader David "Moses David" Berg

instituted prostitution for the female members

as a way ofgaining converts—he called the prac-

tice "flirty fishing" ("I was in the room, plenty of

times," says Owens of his mother's alleged par-

ticipation). Aside from reading the Bible and

Berg's own writings {which, until the mid-'80s,

emphasized children's exposure to sex), the

cult's youth received little education, according

to Owens. They also weren't allowed to listen to

music produced outside the group—apart from

a cassette of Berg's titled "My Old Favorites,"

which included stately, chaste 1950s/'60s love

songs by the likes of Roy Orbison, the Everiy

Brothers, and the Fleetwoods.

"It was some of the only music that wasn't

religious that I could hear for a while," says

Owens. "1 listened to It all the time." With the

misty pop melodies, echoing guitar arpeggios,

and romantically infatuated lyrics on Girls' first

full-length. Album (released by upstart True

Panther Sounds via tastemaking indie Mata-

dor), the influence is unmistakable.

At 16, Owens fled the cult to live with his

older sister in Amarillo, Texas. "You literally

grow up in a bubble," he says. "You don't know
anything about anything, and when you leave,

it's a total mystery what's going to happen."

He worked menial jobs, fell in with a nihilistic

punk crowd, and developed a heavy drug habit

(which he now claims to have under control.

though a recent, jokey interview in the U.K.

newspaper The Guardian read like a pharma-

ceutical laundry list).

Eventually, he met Stanley Marsh 3, a million-

aire oil scion and art prankster (best known for

helping to create the Cadillac Ranch Installation)

.

The eccentric Texan hired him as a personal

assistant, and the two developed a close bond,

attending cocktail parties, traveling to Indone-

sia to see the world's largest python, and talking

constantly about Marsh's favorite works of litera-

ture, art, and film. At the time, Owens wanted to

be a painter, so Marsh converted the indoor "cro-

quet court" In his office building into a studio.

"Probably, he had never been appreciated

before for being his creative self," Marsh says.

"And I encouraged It and enjoyed it."

Owens remembers his time with Marsh, now
71, as profoundly altering. "He became my best

friend and father figure," he says. "He helped

me get over being so angry and self-destructive.

Without him, I would probably still be playing

punk music in Amarillo, a junkie with an illegit-

imate child, struggling to keep a crappy house.

And 1 would probably blow my brains out at

some point."
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"I want to be like John Lennon—an important songwriter.

It's the only thing
that makes me happy.

Christopher Owens

After four years with Marsh, a restless Owens

packed his car and moved to San Francisco. For

six months, he lived in a Chinese family's extra

room in Glen Park—a neighborhood of quiet,

vending streets tucked into the back pocket of

one of the city's southernmost hills—and avoid-

ed contact with new people. Then he met his

now ex-girlfriend Liza Thorn, and through her

was introduced to White and many of the circle

of friends who have produced and populated

Girls' playfully arty music videos.

The group began as a side project of the Los

Angeles-based experimental pop act Holy Shit,

which Owens, a fan, had joined after meeting

members Matt Fishbeck and Ariel Pink. He had

been trying to collaborate with Thorn under

the name Curls, but when their tumultuous

two-year relationship ended, so did the band.

Partly to stick it to her and partly to show his

Holy Shit bandmates what he could do, Owens

started writing songs, first by himself, then with

help from White, a Santa Cruz, Cahfornia native

who had gone to school in San Francisco for

recording and engineering but hadn't worked

on anything in years.

"Chris started asking me questions about

equipment, so I offered to help," says White, 30,

who also now plays bass in Girls. "It felt like we
were really doing something after years ofjust

hanging out in San Francisco and partying."

Owens was inspired to virrite "Lust for Life,"

the album's opener, during an awkward post-

breakup meal with Thorn. The disarming,

ingenuous lyrics ("I wish 1 had a father...! wish I

had a pizza and a bottle of wine"), backed by a

bright guitar strum and doo-wop harmonies, set

the tone for the dozen songs he and White pro-

duced in their practice space/makeshift studio.

After an overwhelmingly encouraging response

from friends, bloggers, and fellow musicians,

the pair spent the next year forming a real band,

completing the lineup with British expat guitar-

ist John Anderson (who originally declared his

intention to join the group via MySpace) and

local drummer Garret Godard.

Owens is eager to take the next step as an

CULT IDYLL? Owens and his mother In Hong Kong. 1983

artist. "I want to be like John Lennon," he says.

"I want to become an important songwriter. It's

the only thing that makes me happy; it's the

only thing I'm proud of. It's my life."

A FEW DAYS AFTER OUT diner con-

versation, I visit Owens and White's

new apartment, a spacious corner

flat at the southern edge of San

Francisco's hip Mission district.

While White paces the hallway, talking rapidly

on his cellphone about converting audio files,

Owens, wearing seafoam green Doc Martens

and a Bush Sixteen Stone T-shirt, reclines on the

couch, cradling his guitar. His slight build, flow-

ing hair, and slightly effeminate gestures belie

an undeniable toughness.

He plays and sings a few bars of "Hellhole

Ratrace," the doleful, slow-building, heartbreak-

ingly honest paean to simple pleasures that was

first posted onUne in early 2008. "I'm sick and

tired of the way that I feel / I'm always dreamin'

and it's never for real..." Then he cuts to the

chorus, "I don't want to cry-y-y-y my whole life

through / 1 wanna do some laughin', too."

Owens stops abruptly and puts dovim the gui-

tar. "I wrote that thinking, like, '1 want to fuck-

ing kill myself.' It sounds supercorny to say, but

my life's been extremely difficult. I have to push

really hard to get to the next spot all the time.

And I was pretty depressed when Liza broke up

with me, to put it plainly. But I'm not a fuck-

ing whiner. The song's about feeling that low,

but what are you gonna do about it? Yeah, life

sucks, but there's an alternative."

He gestures to the room's bay window, with

its view of a small park below.

"Hang out with your friends. Have a good

time." 9

GETMORE
WATCH GIRLS PERFORM AN EXCLUSIVE, STRIPPED-DOWN
SET IN SPIN S NEW YORK OFFICE > SPIN.COM/GIRLS
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here's a scene inAlex Cox's 1986film Sid & Nancy thatforeshadom the endfor the star-crossed punk lovers: One oftheir

cohorts shows up in a trilby hat, shiny tonic suit, and skinny tie, having ditched his safety pins and leather. "I don't wanna be a punk
anymore, " he explains. "I wanna be a rude boy, like my dad.

"

Seeing nofuture, the new rude boys and girls sought to reinvent the past as a place where black kids and white kids could look

sharp in vintage clothes and skank in harmony to a ska-punk hybrid. 2 Tone, the indie labelfounded by Jerry Dammers, keyboardist

and chiefsongwriterfor the Specials, was its cornerstone. In 1979, 2 Tone Records issued itsfirstfive electrifying singles (the Specials'

"Gangsters" and "A Message to You Rudy,"Madness' "The Prince," the Selecter's "On My Radio," and the Beat's "Tears ofa Clown") and
tore down the barricades ofa segregated pop scene nearly a decade before Run-DMC and Aerosmith's "Walk This Way" did.

Unlike British punk, born in London'sfashionable King's Road, 2 Tone camefrom the bleak urban counties ofthe West Midlands,

where working-class kids ofmostly Irish and West Indian backgrounds lived and worked in close quarters.

JERRY DAMMERS: I was a very young mod. The older mods at school

used to like me because I brought in a copy of Mad magazine every week

and let them read it. I think Mad magazine is the biggest influence in my
life. At the age of ten, I decided I was going to have a band, one of the

best in the country. I worked through my teenage years getting the songs

together, learning music. I played in a Teddy Boy rock'n'roll band, a funk

band, even in a country-western band.

DAVE WAKELING (singer-guitarist, the Beat): There'd been a West Indian

community in Birmingham, where we were from, since the '50s. In post-

war Britain, they sent out invitations to people living in other parts of the

empire, saying, "Help rebuild England from the

bombings and you can make loads of money and

then go back home and build yourself a huge

house." So a lot of people came over with that

notion, but of course, there was never quite

enough money for the boat trip home, and then

people started having kids. So we grew up with

the first set ofthose kidsbom in England. The first

Jamenglish set, I suppose. So the early mods and

the rude boys had been quite friendly [toward

one another] . Both were dapper dressers.

2 TONE BANDS Ion previous spreadi

MADNESS: U Mike Bdixin. 2. Carl Smyth. J. Chris Foreman,

The influx of West Indians helped popularize

Jamaican music in record shops and nightclubs.
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4. Mark Bedford, s. Daniel Woodgate. 6. Suggs. 7. Lee

Thompson. THE SPECIALS: 8. Jerry Dammers. 9. Neville

Staple. Ml Horace Panter. il. Terry Hall. 12. John Bradbury,

H. Roddy Radiation, M. Lynval Golding THE SELECTER:
IS. Charley Anderson, is. Neol Davies, 17. Charles "Aitch"

Bembridge. is. Compton Amanor, |9. Pauline Black, 2a
Desmond Brown. 21. Arthur "Gaps" Hendrickson THE

BEAT; 22. David Steele. 23 Andy Cox. 24. Everett Morton.

25. Dave Wakeling. 26. Saxa. 27. Ranking Roger. THE
BOOYSNATCHERS: 28. Miranda Joyce, 29. Sarah Jane

Ovven. ul Stella Baiker, JL Rhoda Dakar, n. Penny Leylon.

"Al Capone" by Prince Buster's All Stars became a big crossover hit, and the

image ofthe cool shades-wearing Jamaican hard man or "rude boy" became

an icon among England'syouth.

DAMMERS: My brother was in a soul band, and at one of their shows a

friend of his was dancing around to this weird record. It was called "Al

Capone." I've never heard anything like it.

SUGGS (a.k.a. Graham McPherson, lead singer, Madness): Going around

school with a record under your arm sort of said who you were. You'd go

to school with a Bob Marley record under your arm all day. We listened to

vintage music and wore vintage clothes. It was

our ovm thing, our own identity. Amongst the

wrath of Fleetwood Mac and all this global cor-

porate rock music, punk was starting to happen.

At the Roxy, they were plajdng reggae as they

were playing punk.

DON LETTS (DJ, filmmaker): It was so early in

the scene that there wasn't any punk-rock records

to play, so I played what I was into: Big Youth,

Prince Far I, Toots and the Maytals. Lucky for me,

the audience liked it as well. England had a long

tradition of white, working-class youth gravitat-

ing toward black music. What were the Beatles

and the Stones listening to but black music from
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the Mississippi Delta? The difference with the Jamaican music of the late

'70s was that kids were fascinated by a music and a culture that weren't

really removed from their day-to-day life.

WAKELING: The punks had tried to bring down society. Unfortunately,

society was still there. Things were actually as bleak, if not bleaker, than

they'd been before—recession bordering on depression, unemployment

reaching double digits, war and rumors of war—and everybody kinda felt

like the world was coming to an end.

In 1977, Dammersformed the CoventryAutomatics withfuture Selecter

guitarist and songwriter Neol Davies, bassist Horace Panter (Sir Horace

Gentleman), and drummer Silverton Hutchinson. Original singer Tim

Strickland sang in a conversational Lou Reed style, which clashed with their

high-energy sound. Guitarists Roddy Byers (a.k.a. Roddy Radiation) and

Lynval Goldingjoined next, making the Automatics a multiracialforce. Strick-

land and Hutchinson soon departed (the latter replaced by Davies cohort John

Bradbury), and, Vidth the addition of 17-year-old singer Terry Hall, lateof

punk act Squad, the classic lineup was nearly complete. Roadie Neville Staple

joined as second lead vocalist after being overheard toasting—talking over a

rhythm or beat—before a show. Their name was shortened to the Specials (as

they sometimes performed as the SpecialAKA the CoventryAutomatics).

DAMMERS: Terry was very striking. Whereas all the other punks were

wearing leather jackets, he would be wearing a patent leather jacket. And

he looked kind of psychotic. I don't know if effeminate is the right word,

but camp. Lynval, Horace, and myself, we were very much into black

music. The punk-rock element was from Terry and Roddy. Ska brought it

all together. We were able to create something between us that individu-

ally we couldn't.

Often just connecting to rehearse was a challenge, as unemployment led to a

surge in violent street crime.
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DAMMERS: The [Coventry] city center was notoriously rough. There

were a lot of fights, and you put your life into your hands going there.

SUGGS: Racially, England was a lot more divided. Even in the playgrounds

at school, the mixture between white kids, Chinese, West Indian, and Paki-

stani kids was pretty tough. It was a bit like that scene in Do the Right Thing

where they're all calling each other names.

The rise ofthe British National Front and the racist rhetoric offormer

Conservative pohtician Enoch Powell preyed on the paranoia and resentntent

ofeconomically marginalized whites. An apparently drunk Eric Clapton

fanned theflames, cautioning a 1976 Birmingham audience that England was

in danger ofbecoming "a black colony"and encouraging support ofPowell,

which in part prompted theformation ofRock Against Racism. In the spring

of1978, the organization drew 100,000 demonstrators to a rally headlined by

the Clash in London's Victoria Park.

DAMMERS: The Clash had done a bit of mixing punk and reggae [with

their cover of Junior Murvin's "Police & Thieves"]. But I wanted to do it

with actual reggae musicians and a racially mixed band. I managed to talk

my way onto the Clash's [1978] "On Parole" tour with manager Bernie

Rhodes. He hadn't even heard us. But the fact that I'd managed to get a

reggae/punk band together with black and white people was enough for

him. He didn't even need to hear it. I think he believed it was impossible,

so he was impressed.

Rhodes briefly managed theyoung band. By tour's end, the SpecialAKA had

their look—short hair. Wayfarers, sharp suits, skinny ties, porkpie hats,

checkerboard socks—and stance down.

RHODES: I just gave them content and a philosophy. I understood ska.

I knew more about music and clothing, all that shit, from day one. They

could take instruction well.

DAMMERS: He just wanted to do it to make things happen. In music you

have to occasionally have somebody sit back and think. What is it all about?

LETTS: Bernie would have tried to focus them, but I know Terry and

Jerry, and they weren't pupi>ets. They had something to say.

RHODES: I'm certainly not liberal. But I thought that if you're going to

respect the music, then respect it. And add to it, not take away.

LETTS: Was it a give-and-take? It was more take than give. What the punks

got out of it was some really cool bass lines. The lyrical approach—which

were political sound bites—the punks really picked up on that, too. And

the rebel stance, the antiestablishment vibe, was something that white

kids gravitate toward black music for. And they liked the weed, lest we

forget. What'd reggae get out of it? Exposure, which is by no means to be

underestimated.

DAMMERS: We Started getting a very genuine street following. We could

win over a crowd, and by the end we'd have four or five encores. It wasn't

hyped by anybody. We did gigs all over the country. The energy was so

infectious, so we built up a reputation.

Bolstered by the response to the live set, Dammers developed his vision ofan

integrated record label with a like-minded roster oftalent—a company so

committed to quality that the logo itselfwould be enough to ittspirefidelity in

consumers.

SUGGS: I was reading MelodyMaker one day, when I saw this band called

the Specials. They kind of looked like us, and everything they were saying

were things we were interested in, so we went to see them. After the show,

Jerry came around to my mom's flat and was talking about this idea he had

for a label called 2 Tone. It seemed like a preposterous idea at the time,

that you could start your own label. And he was talking about it being an

English Motown, in that it would be self-sufficient and all-encompassing.

It was also going to be racially integrated, which was an unusual prospect

at that time.

DAMMERS: I just thought that instead ofcompeting, similar bands should

work together to cooperate and build something.

2 Tone's debut single, the SpecialAKA's "Gangsters" (backed with an instru-

mental called "The Selecter" by an early version ofthe band the Selecter), was

released in July '79. Thanks to word ofmouth and repeat spins by BBC DJ

John Peel, it eventually sold 250,000 copies, prompting a major-label bidding

war Courted by Mick Jogger, among others, Dammers signed with Chrysalis

(home ofBlondie, Jethro Thll, and Pat Senator)for less money and more con-

trol, enabling him to sign bands to singles deals himself. Madness werefirst,

vinth "The Prince. " The Selecter were next with "On My Radio. "All were U.K.

Top 10 hits, as was the Specials' next single, a cover ofDandy Livingstone's

"A Message to You Rudy. " Only the Selecter recorded afull albumfor the label,

1980's Too Much Pressure, which reached the U.K. Top 5, fueled by "On My
Radio" Oater sampled by Basement Jaxx) and the title track.

PAULINE BLACK (lead singer, the Selecter): We didn't do just one single;

we did an album, we did tours. Is that a fxjint of pride? Yeah, absolutely.

We believed in it. And I think we fully embodied the whole ethos of 2 Tone,

much more maybe than some of the other bands. For a start, there were six

black people, one white person, and a female in the band.

Chrysalis graphic designers David Storey and John Sims solidified the 2 Tone

aesthetic on promotional materialfor the Specials and the Selecter, which

included theformer's rude-boy mascot, WaltJabsco (whose name was cribbed

from a vintage bowling shirt and whose appearance was based on a photo of

reggae star Peter Tosh). Madness' nutty-boy hat logo and the Beat's "Beat Girl"

(created independently) were among the other ska icons ofthe era, nearly all

ofthem sketched in stark black and white.

DAVID STOREY: Jerry felt that a lot of graphic design was "art for art's

sake" and as such didn't resonate with the ska/punk fusion he'd invented.

His design approach was bold, direct, and devoid of any gratuitous embel-

lishments, which was the antithesis of everything else going on at the time.

He had a jokey mantra: "Standards must be lowered!" We designed hun-
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dreds of items under Jerry's direction, and it was always a slow, tortuous

process. Having said that, we were aware that something momentous was

being created.

DAMMERS: The black-and-white checks goes back to the mod thing,

because we used to have this black-and-white tape we'd stick on our bikes.

LETTS: The black and white reflected the mood of the country at that

time. It did feel like everything was very black and white. Very polarized.

WAKELING: The week our single ["Tears of a Clowm"] came out—it was

amazing—one of the tabloids had a black-and-white checkerboard on the

front page, and it was "It's 2 Tone Mania!" Everybody was walking around

dressed in black and white.

SUGGS: I remember seeing David Bowrie when I was a kid, and he'd come

out in G.I. gear, and the next week all the kids would be wearing G.I. gear.

Then one day you were in a band and everyone was wearing what you

were wearing

—

\ike,fuck me!

Infall 1979, the 2 Tone tour, featuring the Specials, Madness, and the Selecter,

sold out all across the U.K. The Specials' self-titled debut album, produced by

Elvis Costello, was an instant rebel-nerd touchstone. Songs about the absurdity

ofadult coupling ("Stupid Marriage"), disgust over urban brutality ("Doesn't

Make It Alright"), and alienation ("Blank Expression") struck a chord with a

generation ofdisenfranchised teens. The album'sfirst single was "Too Much
Too Young, " which turned the band's acid wit to the issue ofcontraception

("Keep a generation gap/ TYy wearing a cap").

SUGGS: At that point, we'd only played a few pubs. We'd probably been

out of London once or tvnce. And then we're going on 2 Tone's tour, and

our trombones are sticking out the window. It was really fucking amazing. I

remember very clearly that the tour manager would have to get off at every

service station and phone ahead, and then he'd go, "Fuck, the venue's been

trashed! There's 4,000 kids outside, and they're smashing the place up." So

he's trying to ring ahead, trying to find a bigger venue while we're driving

to the venue that's already been burned down.

RHODA DAKAR Oead singer, the Bodysnatchers; singer, the SpecialAKA): I

went to see the 2 Tone tour with Knox from the Vibrators, and he said, "Oh

my God, I can't believe you're still wearing bondage outfits." I looked down
and thought, "Yeah, actually, I'm kind of over this."

Less easy to convert were the National Front skinheads, many ofwhom dressed

like rude boys andfrequented the gigs, although Dammers neverstopped trying.

SUGGS: There were times you'd see 3,000 people sieg hei/ing. That was a

pretty unpleasant situation.

DAMMERS: To put it in a nutshell, the hippies wanted people to change

their clothes and minds. I'll keep the clothes, but I'll change your mind.

LETTS: The fashion version, not the fascist version of skinheads, was

emulating a Jamaican style. It's a timeless look.

RHODES : It's the perversity ofthe waythings are : The most radical Anarchists

vote Tory or Republican. They think ifthe Labour Party gets in, they don't have

a role. They can only operate in the society that they're opposite to.

BLACK: Obviously, we were reflecting what was going on in society within

our band, and that made for some very uncomfortable situations while we
were on tour. Madness didn't have that problem: They were all white, and

they were all male.

DAKAR: I can remember a gig where we had to stop playing because the

fighting in the audience had become so ridiculous. You had to stop people

Highlixhied hy muted,

mournful horns and

morphine-drip surf

guitar, this is the hypnotic

instrumental B-side to the

Specials' "Gangsters,"

2 'Ibne's first release.

The Nutty Boys' B-side to

their first and only 2 Tone

single, rhc Prince," this

is a Cockney (yet entirely

faithful) version of Prince

Buster's paranoid ode to

buggin' out.

Ranking Full Stop

The B-side lo their cover

of "Tears of a Clown"

introduces Ranking Roger s

first-rate toasting skills.

\ \e currently leads his own
version of the Beat, while

vocalist Dave Wakeling

fronts the English Beat

out of LA.

Let*s Do Rock Steady
The Bodysnatchers

Sing the title as the verse.

"Uh huh" as your chorus.

Introduce the guitarist

and sax players over their

solos. Appear on Top of

the Pops. In London 1980,

it was that easy. And
irresistible.

Mantovani
The Swirigiti.^ Cats

The 2 Tone one-offs' Wall

Ska instrumental single

named after the king of

'60s light-orchestra pop

—

playing at the high schoo

dance right now in some

John Hughes afterworld

THIS
WERE

2 TONE
YOU ALREADY

KNOW THE
HITS. NOW

HEAR THESE
EIGHT OTHER

CLASSIC
TRACKS.

Copyiighted material
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who were trying to beat the hell out of each other. Why would you come

to the gig, pay to get in, and then flght? You can do that outside for free. It

was nonsensical.

In spring 1980, the Specials made their live U.S. debut at Manhattan night-

club Hurrah 's. They also performed "Gangsters"on Saturday Night Live

DAMMERS: I thought it was too early to go to America to do some gigs.

We didn't have a cat's chance in hell of making it there, because at that

time retro culture hadn't come to America at all. They were still living in

the real world. But our new manager had all these ideas of breaking us.

When we arrived, the guy who picked us up in the airport said to me, "Say,

are those guys from a mental institution?" And he was serious.

BLACK: Between New York and Los Angeles, there's this gap, is there not?

Possibly with Chicago rearing its divine head in between—redneck kind

of people who think that black and white people sharing a stage together,

certainly in 1979 or 1980, is a pretty weird thing. Maybe they don't think so

now with a black president, but who knows? When we toured America, we
went into the Deep South, and ifwe walked into a truck stop and expected

to be fed, no one would come near us.

The Specials sold out afour-night stand at the Whisky a Go Go in Los Angeles,

supported by the Go-Go's. The American version of rock-star privilege—limos,

fancy hotels, overindulgence—created an idealistic rift within the band. A
speedily recordedfollow-up album, 1980's More Specials,/ound the band

creatively torn as well, between high-energy ska and spader dub muzak such

as "Internationcd Jet Set"and the hit "Stereotype.
"

DAMMERS: On that tour in America, I was listening to music in the

hotel bars and elevators. Vibraphone music in elevators. Obviously this

vras classed as rubbish. I don't know if it was my state of mind, because I

vras so zonked, but it struck me as a really weird, psychedelic music, which

is now called lounge or exotica. It's been rehabilitated, but at that time, to

say you actually liked that music was mad. It completely freaked out some

of the band.

The Specials, the Selecter, and the Beat appeared in the 1981 documentary

Dance Craze, a ska concertfilm that alsofeatured Bad Manners (fronted by

enormous bald singer Buster Bloodvessel). The Specials would have one last

transcendent moment with the single "Ghost Town.
"

DAMMERS : The first album was very easy to play. And then when I started

to push people (nothing that difficult—why not try this or develop and prog-

ress a bit?), certain people didn't want to push themselves. Unfortunately, it

went in two camps. (Hall, Golding, and Staple] came in the dressing room

"WE'D SEE 3.000
PEOPLE SEIGHEILING.

THAT WAS PRETTY
UNPLEASANT."

Madness' Suggs
I

[at Top ofthe Pops, where the Sp)edals were performing "Ghost Town"] and

said, "We want you to share out all the songwriting relatively equally in

the whole band, and ifyou don't, we're leaving." I said, "Well, I'll share out

some of it, but I'm not going to share out every penny." So they left. It was as

simple as that. The same reason as every other band that spUts.

DAKAR: I don't know, things happen like that. A lot of bandsjust don't last

that long, do they?

DAMMERS: I'd suggested that everyone take a break, go away and write

songs, then reconvene and put them together for the next album. The first

one they came up with was "The Lunatics Have Taken Over the Asylum,"

which they thought was good enough, so theyjust left. I don't think it was

on par with "Ghost Town." There were just two chords to it. I don't want

to get bitchy, but as John Peel said at that time, "'The Lunatics Have Taken

Over the Asylum'—stale news, lad."

Hall Golding, and Staple's new group. Fun Boy Three, lasted only twoyears

before Hallformed new-wave band the Colourfield. Dammers, Panter, Bradbury,

andDakar continued on as the SpecialAKA The Beat—called the English Beat in

the U.S.—morphed into the more mainstream General Public, theBodysnatchers

(minus Dakar) became the BeUe Stars, and Madness enjoyed anAmerican smash

with "Our House " before dissolving in the late '80s (they vmuld later re-form,

and they recently released a new album. The Liberty of Norton Folgate^

Man at C&A
The Specials

Jungle Music
Kico a the Special AKA

Run Me Down
The Higsons

Skiinking away the Cold

War shiver in the age

of mutually assured

destruction ( 'Warning,

warning, nuclear

attack! "), the Specials no
doubt inspired Fishbone's

•Party at Ground Zero."

Prince Buster's legendary

trombonist gets the

spotlight on an infectious

burst of tropical ska-exotica

(complete with bird calls)

designed to turn the

Hammersmith Palais into

Montego Bay.

From late-period 2 Tone:

clubby, upbeat post-punk

in the vein of Pigbag and

presaging the Madchcslcr

"baggy" scene. Leader

Charlie lligson now writes

the niegapopular Young
Bond books. M.S.

To view orifiinal 2 Tone reconJ sleeves and promotional posters, go to david-storey.co.ulc

Deny digital dangers

with Norton 2010.
i

Every click matters. Harness the power

of 50 million users in the fight against

cybercrime and protect your next click

with Norton Internet Security 2010.
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REUNITED STATES Madness play London, May 19, 2009
(top); the Specials in Newcastle, April 22, 2009 (right)

WAKELtNG: Well, we were all destroyed by the New Romantics. All of

a sudden our utilitarian gear looked plain next to these dandies. People

wanted music as escapism again. There was a point where you'd have Elvis

Costello, the Jam, and the Beat on Top ofthe Pops saying, "Here's a brand-

new song about unemployment."

LETTS: When your songs do have some kind of social content, there are

going to be honest dilemmas come up. How do you sing them from the

heart when the bank's full up?

2 Tone would continue to release politicized singles, including Dakar's brutal

date-rape narrative "The Boiler" (1982) and the Special AKA's "Free Nebon

Mandela" (1984), the latter a worldwide radio hit that introduced ayoung

audience to the plight of the then-jailed African National Congress leader.

Mandela would be released sixyears laterand elected president ofSouth

/^ica in 1994.

STOREY: When 1 played "Free Nelson Mandela" for the first time, 1 was

knocked out and really thought it was a sound that would herald a new,

second wave of 2 Tone music. Sadly, although it was a big hit, it was the

last truly great piece ofwork to be released on the label.

DAMMERS: In the '60s in Jamaica, there was this thing called "ska

exhaustion." It's such a high-energy form with absolutely frantic danc-

ing, there does come a point in time when you've had enough of it. Ska

exhaustion.

West Coast bands such as the Untouchables, Fishbone, and Operation Ivy,

plus East Coast bands like the Toasters in New York and the Mighty Mighty

Bosstones in Boston kept the tradition going throughout the '80s.

NORWOOD FISHER (bassist. Fishbone): In the late '70s, the R&B radio

stations in Los Angeles were playing reggae: Steel Pulse, Black Uhuru,

Third World were big. When Fishbone started playing, in '79, we got

excited, so we sped these songs up. When we first played ska, we thought

we invented it! Then one day [Fishbone vocalist-trumpet player] Dirty Walt

[Kibby] said, "You ain't invented shit. It's called ska." He brought us the

Selecter record and the Beat record, and we all thought, "Oh, my God." We
related to it because it was dance music. In the black neighborhoods in L.A.

at the time, black kids were listening to Devo, the B-52's, and the

Specials and the Selecter. That shit was impacting the hood. It

spoke to the youth across the color line. Later, after we got totally

immersed in 2 Tone, we started to discover these older Jamai-

can acts, like Desmond Dekker and the Skatalites. And there was

a sense of pride, man. We were black kids from the hood, and

these were black hillbillies from Jamaica making the baddest

fucking music.

GETMORE
WATCH
CLASSIC

VIDEOS OF

2 TONE BANDS
AT SPIN.COM/

2TONE

"WEWERE ALL
DESTROYED BY THE
NEW romantics;

The Beat's Dave Wakeling

No Doubt took the 2 Tone sound to the masses with 1995's Tragic Kingdom,

which hassold 17million copies worldwide.

TONY KANAL (bossist. No Doubt): It's funny, I grew up in England. We
didn't move to California until 1981, but I was too young to know [about

2 Tone] at the time. I got into it in 1987, after [No Doubt cofounder] Eric

Stefani played it for me. I really responded to the sense of racial unity and

the celebration of diversity. When we first started, we had Gwen Stefani

singing—a white girl. We had John Spence singing—a black guy. It was

what all those bands were about. It shouldn't be any other way.

BLACK: A version of the Selecter toured with No Doubt in 1997. Gwen
Stefani was quite nice and fully acknowledged that her whole influence

had been "On My Radio." It was very nice to see them being successful and

still carrying that ska flag.

Afewyears ago, word began spreading ofa possible Specials reunion. Last

December a British tour was announced. Dates sold out instantly, but the

old rancor had not abated. Dammers, who had been performing with afull

orchestra (often as Spatial AKA Orchestra), released a statement dismissing

the reunion as a "takeover, rather than a proper reunion, representing

primarily Terry Hall and his manager's ideas ofwhat the Specials should be

and do." Hall countered, "I've read Jerry's statement, and Ijust don 't get it.

"

(Invited to participate in this story, the Hall-led Specials expressed interest via

their publicist, who then cited touring commitments in England andJapan as

groundsfor their inability to schedule an interview.)

DAKAR: When the Specials played in London [recently], it was brilliant.

I'll never forget it. It was a genuinely powerful show. You'd forgotten how
different from all the others they were.

BLACK: The people who are going to the Specials reunion were

probably ten or 1 1 when the Specials were going, and for some of

them, I think they kind of miss the point about what the hell we
were doing. But they like the style.

LETTS: I get to travel around the world and I see the impact it's

made. Jamaica spent loads of years under colonization and has

gone on to culturally colonize the planet. 2 Tone had a major part

in that. *
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HE TERM "SUPERGROUP" tends to get thrown around a lot, but

often the tagjust doesn't sit right. ConsiderDamn Yankees. OrZwan.

Or more recently, Chickenfoot. While these groups technicallyfit the

definition—a band whose members are alreadyfamousfrom having

performed individually or in other groups—does anyone truly believe

that they're super? But Monsters ofFolk—the new bandfeaturing Jim

James ofMy Morning Jacket, Conor Oberst and Mike Mogis ofBright

Eyes, and indie darling M. Ward—is exactly the sort ofoutfitfor which

the S-word was coined. Just don't tell them that. "Calling us a supergroup

seems so presumptuous," laughs James, sitting in a grungy hotel room

in lower Manhattan on a sofa next to his bandmates. "But ifwe're

described as a supergroup, two words, I guess that makes sense."

1

Admit It—you formed this band with the

express purpose of blowing the minds of SPIN

readers.

OBERST: [Laughs] In fact, we did talk about that.

JAMES: That was the first thing we talked

about.

The only way It could be more perfect Is If a

member of the Yeah Yeah Yeahs was involved.

WARD: Or Jack and Meg White.

Exactly. Would you let other indie-rock lumi-

naries Into the group If they asked nicely?

JAMES: That'll probably start happening more

and more, so we should have an application

process. Like Target. "Just go online and fill out

this easy application. We'll let you know in a

couple weeks."

Hilarious. You started discussing the possibil-

ity of doing an album together while on your

2004 tour, An Evening With: Bright Eyes, Jim

James, and M. Ward. Was the project always

going to be called Monsters of Folk?

OBERST: We definitely tried to come up with

other names once the record was being made.

But everything sounded forced. We'd been

referring to it that way for so long that, you

know, it just stuck.

JAMES: Yeah, and all the animal band names

were taken.

What were some of the alternatives you

considered?

JAMES: Monster Suffolk was an option.

Suffolk, like [New York's] Suffolk County.

OBERST: Right, because there was already a

band called Monsters of Folk.

JAMES: They weren't a band, though—watch

your mouth. They were just a group of dudes

who went on tour in, like, 1998 or something

and called it Monsters of Folk. What they didn't

know, though, is that we were going to do this

in 2009. So they, in effect, stole the name from

us before it happened. We were nice about it.

Didn't take any legal action.

Who came up with the name?
JAMES: I think it was our tour manager.

WARD: I feel like it was in an e-mail some-

where. We should probably research it. But

maybe it's going to remain in the annals of

mystery forever.

JAMES: Yeah. It's an enigma wrapped in a

mystery all tied up in a ribbon and stuffed in

the anus of rock history.

Are you worried that using "folk" In the name
might pigeonhole you?

WARD: I think we see the word "folk" in maybe

a larger definition of the word than a dude

with an acoustic guitar.

MOGIS: Yeah, I just think of it as "people."

We're Monsters of People!

JAMES: We called it that because the tour was

pretty acoustic. That's where it all got started.

But it doesn't matter. People are going to

misconstrue anything you do, pretty much no

matter what you call it or what it sounds like.

I mean, you could call the band Time Cube and

people would be, "This shit sounds horrible!"

and another person would be like, "I like

Time Cube!"

At the end of their 2004 tour, thefoursome

committed to getting together to record. But

a multitude ofventures involving Oberst,

29, Mogis, 35, and Ward, 35, along with the

breakout success ofMy Morning Jacket's Evil

Urges, protracted the process. "And, yeah," says

Oberst, "we procrastinated." Eventually, James,

31, and Wardflewfrom Louisville, Kentucky,

and Portland, Oregon, respectively, to Omaha,

Nebraska, in February 2008for two weeks of

recording at Mogis' in-home studio ("I'm the

Ringo, "jokes the Bright Eyes guitarist-producer,

who also happens to be Oberst's neighbor), but

expectations going in were low. "It was like,

'Let'sjust mess around,
'

"says Mogis. "There

wasn't really a plan." But they emerged with the

foundations ofthe 15 diverse tracks that make

up their self-titled debut album, finishing it off in

Malibu in May.

if
II
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"We see the word 'folk' m a larger

definition of the word than
a dude with an acoustic guitar."
M. WARD

Were the sessions truly collaborative?

WARD: We all came in with two or three songs

initially. But we wanted each other's input.

That was one of the pleasures of the record

—

opening the door to each other's involvement,

rather than going into the studio and prepro-

gramming everything.

So none of you said, "Don't touch my song!"?

JAMES: No, it was like, "Touch my song.

Touch it again. Like that. Touch it like that."

[Laughs]

Did you compromise your other projects by

bringing in your songs and using them on this

record?

JAMES: Not at all. When I wrote the songs that

would end up being on this, I was also writing

songs for My Morning Jacket. Songs just fall out,

and I start putting them in categories. There are

songs that come out where I'm instantly like,

"This would be ideal for My Morning Jacket."

And then there are other ones that are a ques-

tion mark. Besides, the guys in My Morning

Jacket are all really ego-less. We've made it a

rule that we can all do whatever we want when
we're not doing the band.

You're totally going to quit My Morning Jacket

now, aren't you?

OBERST: Make the call.

JAMES: Already did.

Let's get this straight, for the search engines:

Jim James has left My Morning Jacket?

JAMES: Yeah. It's already done. There were a

lot of tears.

And what does your She & Him bandmate,

Zooey DeschaneL have to say about this

endeavor, M.?

WARD: You know, I don't know.

JAMES: Call her.

OBERST: Does she even know about this?

WARD: 1 do not know. She's very supportive,

though. Neither of us are like, "We've got to do

this project 12 months out of the year." We'll

have another record in 2010.

What's the difference between working with

these guys versus with her?

WARD: Zooey smells better than Monsters of

Folk. That probably goes without saying.

MOGIS: Well, I smelled one of you guys

earlier in the cab. It was Conor, actually. I was
impressed.

JAMES: Yeah, I think we smell pretty good.

Anyone seeking out the album is likely tofind

that it passes the smell test, too, but the guys

in the band, despite theirjokey camaraderie in

person, seem more concerned that Monsters of

Folk will be seen as a lark. "Ifwe were taking this

lightly, we could have done it in a weekend, "says

James. "But Ifeel like anybody that listens to this

record, whether they like it or not, would have to

say, 'Wow, those guys really put a lot ofwork in

it. ' We took that really seriously.

"

So no Wii in the studio?

WARD: Not a lot ofTV or video games, no.

OBERST: I don't think the TV was ever even

turned on.

JAMES: I hate it when the TV is on in the

studio. When people are fucking around, it's

like. Why are you even here?

WARD: Yeah, I mean, a lot of the hanging-out

time was just sitting around with acoustic

guitars and playing and talking and brain-

storming. And we did a lot of driving around

Omaha, listening to mixes.

Any other rituals?

JAMES: Live sacrifice. Cutting. We cut and

burn each other. There's a couple other rituals

we can't talk about.

A contest involving beards, maybe? Right now,

it looks like it's Mike and Jim versus Conor

and M. in the beard wars.

OBERST: I actually had a beard two days ago.

WARD: Well, I'm not going to grow one. I don't

think it's physically possible, actually, because

my dad can't. He can't grow a beard at all.

JAMES: What about just a mustache? You'd

look good with a nice mustache.

WARD: 1 could grow a mustache.

JAMES: Really? You should do that for the

tour. Can you imagine? I think ticket sales

would instantly go through the roof if you had

a mustache. The first night's show we'd play

clubs. And then once everybody saw that

M. had a mustache, the rest of the shows would

have to be moved to stadiums to satisfy the

demand.

WARD: That's probably right. That's definitely

something to think about.

JAMES: Bloggers went wild last night at

the unveiling of M. Ward's mustache:

"The Monsters sucked, but M. Ward's mustache

was outrageous!"

Even if the M. Ward mustache reveal doesn't

happen, bloggers are hound to go wild when

the band sets offon a 17-date North American

tour in October and November Exactly what

attendees can expect, apartfrom a set list that

draws heavilyfrom the debut album and the

foursome's various other projects, is anyone's

guess. "The one rule we had was that any sound

on the record has to be made by one of thefour of

us, including drums," says Oberst. "So we're still

trying tofigure out how to do that live."

Does that mean you'll be switching off on

drums?

JAMES: On the tour, we're bringing a drummer.

It's hard to sing and play drums.

Will that person be considered an official

Monster of Folk, too?

JAMES: Monsterette. It's Meg White. I'm just

kidding. It's a secret.

WARD: It's a monster secret, to be unveiled.

JAMES: Yeah, we're going to have Jack and

Meg White. Together Double drummers. It

might hurt ticket sales, but we'll live writh it.

And will you be headlining an all-star bill, as

Van Halen did on the excellent 1988 Monsters

of Rock tour that spawned your name?
OBERST: Nope, it's just us. There's no opening

band. It's going to be one long show, and we're

going to do solos, duets, the whole record.

It's going to be a super version of the first tour

we did, where we played each other's songs,

except we'll also have the record to play, too.

JAMES: Yeah. The show will start and it'll

never end.

»
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Oklahoma
Death Trip
With the plushies all gone.

Wayne Coyne's fantasia takes

an inscrutably dark turn

By DavidMarcbese

IRATINCl
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Trash Classic

THE
UNIVERSE TENDS toward disarray.

Stars explode. Planets collide. Singers

in white suits douse themselves

in fake blood. The Flaming Lips

understand this sloppy state of affairs

and have spent the past 25 years

gleefully dealing with the mess, first

encouraging it as acid-stuffed punks

and then, for the past decade, coming to terms

with it as the mainstream's warmly philosophical

psych-pop freaks of choice.

Now, though, singer Wayne Coyne, multi-

instrumentalist Steven Drozd, bassist Michael

Ivins, and drummer Kliph Scurlock

have surveyed the dirty dishes piling

up in the sink of existence and are

responding v\rith a collective "fuck it."

Embryonic contains the band's coldest,

darkest, slipperiest, least organic work

yet. There are no sweet choruses to

soothe us. No experimental joy to get

us through the weird parts. No teenage

Japanese heroine to save us.

Did I mention it's a double album?

Yet, despite the black-hole vibe-and

THE FLAMING
LIPS
Embryonic

WMNCR BROS

especially following 2006's stiff, somewhat

predictable i4f War With the Mystics-Embryonic

works. In pre-release interviews, Coyne has

described the new music as "Miles Davis meets Joy

Division." He's not far off. The spooky, aqueous

one-chord keyboard vamps and roiling bass lines

ofBitches Brew are everywhere, reaching bad juju

perfection on the seven-minute "Powerless," which

climaxes with a gnarled guitar solo that sounds

like Dick Dale forgetting how to play. Elsewhere,

Coyne's thousand-yard-stare vocals and the

brittle keyboard of "The Sparrow Looks Up at the

Machine" and "See the Leaves" partake ofUnknown

Pleasures' death-trip seduction.

The singer's dour sloganeering-his

admission on "Silver Trembling Hands"

that "Nature makes us all compete" is

what passes for a hopeful message-

comes offas an indirect Ian Curtis

homage. Meanwhile, on the droning

"Sagittarius Silver Announcement,"

where he intones, "We can be free to

be slaves now," his sepulchral Curtis

impression is unmistakable.

But this band ofbunny costumes and
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giant bubbles hasn't completely abandoned

good feelings. It just doesn't let them be. "The

Impulse" conjures a sexy Quiet Storm groove

but cloaks its melody under a vocoder. Karen 0
pops up on the playful "I Can Be a Frog," aping

Coyne's own mentions ofjungle animals with

impressions of the same, but her contribution

was recorded on scratchy voicemail. She

sounds like a ghost. (MGMT are on the album

too, but good luck finding them.)

In the past, as on 2002's "Do You Realize??,"

the band leavened its sour news with sweet

music. Not here. Only a very misanthropic

baby could fall asleep to the disquieting

lullabies of "Evil" and "If," both of which

adopt futility as their lyrical outlook. And

while there are sections where the playing

heats up, Dave Fridmann's strangely isolating

production, the disorienring bass-heavy mix,

and Scurlock's wild drum spooging sucks

the humanity out of the musical mise-en-

scene, leaving behind the creepy, Philip K.

Dickian thrill of eavesdropping on an

android's nightmare.

Two discs, bum trips, and not even

an accidental hook. Thank jeebus that a

nonplatinum major-label act still gets to do

such a thing. And also give thanks that the

Flaming Lips are the ones who did. Embryonic

finds these wild-eyed Okies sounding

even more adventurous and less eager to

please than at any time since I997's four-CD

experimental sonic goofZaireeka. But it's a

backward victory. I'll probably listen to this

album again when I'm very high, very sad,

or both. Till then.

Air

Love 2

•••••••
ASTRMWERKS

Transcontinental drifters

still amusing our bouche

"African Velvet"? "Eat

My Beat"? Gauche titling

aside. JeanBenoit Dunckel

and Nicolas Godin offer

no shake-ups on Love 2.

Instead, more than a decade

into their career, the duo

have nearly perfected

their wistfully melodic

synth- and vocoder-driven

easy-listeningjams. They're

still incapable of producing

anything resembling a genu-

ine human emotion, but the

creamy, sax-kissed "Tropical

Disease" and coquettish

ennui of "Heaven's Light."

in particular, will be perfect

accompaniment for an eve-

ning of fondue and Brandy

Alexanders in the year 2077.

Silver jumpsuits optional.

DAVID MARCHESe

Alice in Chains
Black GivesWay to Blue

Kings of '90s pain slog on

without frontman Staley

Once alt-rock's moribund

ne'er-do-wells, Alice in

Chains still have an appeal-

ing outcast aura on their first

studio album in 14 years (and

their only release sons late

singer Layne Staley). As with

latter efforts Jar of Flies and

Alice in Chains. Black's most

tender moments ("Private

Hell") are its most essential.

And while William DuVall is

a serviceable Staley impres-

sionist, this comeback would

register with more purpose

had guitarist Jerry Cantrell

assumed the vocal lead.

Instead, DuVall warbles

misanthropically over too

many muddy, grunge-era

grind-a-thons (even Elton

John's piano cameo on the

poignant title track feels

'905 retro). KENNY HERZOG

Hie Aimiglity
Defenders
The Almighty Defenders

•••••••
VICE

A Tamil dustup Inspires a

defiantly trashy response

Though Messrs. Oberst.

James, and Ward may be

monopolizing the term indie

supergroup, this ad hoc col-

labo between garage-rock

kingpins Black Lips and the

King Khan & BBQ Show tran-

scends the gimmicky handle.

Written and recorded inside

a week immediately follow-

ing the Lips' disastrous early-

2009tourof India, the 11

songs feel as cathartic as

they do shambolic, melding

Khan's soul nuggets with the

Lips' Nuggets soul. Tracks

like rousing shout-along

"Bow Down and Die" (a

dead ringer for Southside

Johnny's version of "Havin'

3 Party") rival anything in

either act's fuzzy, buzzy

repertoire. STEVE kandell

GET MORE
I05AMP1.E TRACKS

AND DOWNLOAD MP3S

ON AMAZON. AS WELL
AS FIND LINKS TO

MYSPACEPAGESGOTO
DMITAUSPINXOM

Still More Cowbell
Aussie retro-rockers storm the castle, new steeds in tow

Wl
OLFMOTHER'S 2005 SELF-TITLED debut was the aural equivalent of a 1973

Ford Econoline van with a busty, dragon-slaying princess airbrushed on

the side. They were perfect avatars for the dawn of Guitar Hero Nation

and the old-guard industry's great white (and likely misguided) hope

for a new generation of platinum-selling arena rock. But if the cool kids

initially flocked to the record for kitsch value-prodigiously ringleted guitarist-singer-

frontispiece Andrew Stockdale looked, and sounded, like a Robert Plant Muppet

Baby-the group's ultimate appeal came from the fact that their tongue was nowhere

near cheek. They were the anti-Tenacious D.

Three years and various personnel changes later-Stockdale is the lone remaining

original member, and the trio is now a quartet-the song remains more or

less the same, trading the Wakeman-baiting keyboard solos for a httle more

straightforward, guitar-driven adrenaline ("California Queen," the Grand

Funk-y lead single "New Moon Rising"), a little more lighter-waving balladry

("Far Away," the six-minute album closer "Violence of the Sun"), and, yes,

a little more cowbell ("White Feather").

For all the unicorny lyrical references and desert-nymph iconography-

castles, kingdoms of the sun, Gypsies, cosmicfucking eggs-the band's stomp

and swagger feel refreshingly earnest and expertly executed, reasons enough

to take Wolfmother seriously. As silly as that may sound, steve kandell
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Atlas Sound
Logos

KKAmy

Art rock as lovingly

detailed tribute record

For his second Atlas Sound

album, Deerhuntef 's Brad-

ford Cox hires some ringers

and lays down gorgeously

shambling beds for them

to snuggle in. Animal

Collective's Panda Bear

appears on the echo-riffic

"Walkabout," which fuses

his group's '60s love with

an actual '60s sample (the

Dovers' "What Am I Going

to Do?"), while Stereolab's

Laetitia Sadler drops ice-cold

vocals on a track ('Quick

Canal") that bests anything

her main gig has done in

ages. On his own, Cox leans

toward the beautifully disor-

ganized, dunking Syd Barrett

underwater on "The Light

That Failed" and going nearly

naked for the whispery "Attic

Lights." lOSHMODUL

Lou Bariow
Goodnight Unknown

MERGE

Formerly unfriendly

minstrel tidies up act

Is Lou Barlow leading a

three-pronged early-'90s

indie-rock resurgence?

He's back (and kicking ass)

with the classic Dinosaur Jr.

and Sebadoh lineups, but

as was the case back then,

his muse needs constant

attention. Give him points

for meticulously crafting

his second "official" solo

album: It feels much more

cohesive and clean than

anything the impetuous,

release-everything Barlow

of yore would've done,

with sweet simplicity (the

Nick Drake-like "The One

I Call') rubbing shoulders

with slightly slinkier, more

rocking tracks like "The

Right," which recalls yet

another Barlow band.

Folk Implosion. Maybe

that reunion's next.

JOSH MODEU

Brand Now
Daisy

PROCRASTINATe MUSIC
TRAnORS/DCC/tNTERSCOPe

Fuzzy guitars? Check.

Pork and beans? Nope.

The hardy Long Island lugs

in Brand New might be the

only guys in emo who still

care more about Rites of

Spring than they do about

Weezer. On the follow-up

to 2006's instructively

titled The Devil and Cod

Are Raging Inside Me,

frontman Jesse Lacey

howls about burning in

bed and turning to dirt

while his bandmates

churn out noisy, jagged

art-punk riffs that routinely

explode without warning.

(You would think the trick

would stop surprising

you halfway through

Daisy, but it doesn't.) The

sound is old-fashioned,

but the fury is fresh.

MIKAEL WOOD

Tyondai Braxton
Central Mad<et

• •••
WARP

Sonic scientist trades mad
whimsy for clumsy bluster

The progeny of legendarily

convoluted jazz composer

Anthony Braxton. Tyondai

is known for adding a dash

of iooney tunes and loopy

vocals to Battles' otherwise

stoic post-rock. His third

solo album is promoted as

"new classical," but "J. City"

sounds more like a grievous

stab at alt-rock. Elsewhere,

enervating helium vox.

kazoos, electronics, and

orchestral pomp riddle

'Opening Bell" and "Plati-

num Rows." Throughout,

both philharmonic and

rock bombast squash the

finer-and more playful-

details. ANDY BETA

Brother All

Us

RHrMFSAYlRS

Spitting truth to power

even after fortune shines

Minneapolis rapper Brother

Ali is the neighborhood

tough with a heart of gold.

Briefly homeless after his

first marriage dissolved, he

finally tasted success with

2007's The Undisputed

Truth, and now, on his

fourth album's 'Fresh

Air," he's playing Al Green

records, making pancakes,

and watching cartoons with

his new wife and children.

Happiness hasn't blunted

his keen social insight,

though, as he empathizes

with latchkey teens ("Tight

Rope"), reflects on friends

trapped in the street life

CSIippin' Away"), and rues

slavery's consequences

("The Travelers"). For him.

hip-hop means fighting for

justice, and as Chuck D

attests in Us' introduction,

Ali is a "soldier in the war

for love." MOSI REEVES

VicChesnutt
At the Cut

CONSJFll.ATION

Refined punk luminaries

help Georgia poet purge

Reprising the underground

all-star lineup from Ches-

nutt's 2007 opus Worth

Star Deserter (Fugazi's

Guy Picciotto. memtrers

of Godspeed You! Black

Emperor and Silver Mt.

m m
All Eyezon Him
Post mix-tape acclaim, D.C. MC finally makes his case

ATTENTION: DEFICIT IS Wale's first official album after numerous

online releases, including last year's Seinfeld homage The Mixtape

About Nothing. But the Washington, D.C. rapper already feels beset

by celebrity. "D.C.'s never seen such progress / So bitches on the

scene seem quite stalkish," he observes on "Center ofAttention."

Seemingly stressed by daily coverage on Nahright.com, he adds, "I wouldn't

wish fame on my enemy / Paparazzi's like a lifetime sentencing."

Despite all the Internet notoriety, this is Wale's show-and-prove

moment. And somewhat surprisingly, he takes an introspective turn,

with songs about unwed mothers ("Be Right"), wayward Lauren Conrads

("90210"), and being dark-skinned ("Shades"). But his best tracks

retrace his go-go roots: On "O.G.," the Dap-Kings' horn section swoops

over producer Best Kept Secret's crackling rhythms, while

mentor Mark Ronson loops a hard funk bass line for "Mirrors."

Elsewhere, Wale talks to the ladies over glossy, symphonic pop,

though "Chillin'," with Cool & Ore's plodding beat and Lady

Gaga's wanna-be-M.I.A. cadences, gets unnecessarily crass.

Straddling the line between street and pop. Attention: Deficit

doesn't quite capture the pop Zeitgeist. But it sheds light on

Wale's evolving personality, and his circuitous story-raps reward

deep listening. "I asked Mr. West for a little help," he notes

(referring to Kanye) on the David Sitek-produced "Triumph."

"Realize us new niggas gotta get it ourselves." MOSi REEVES
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Zion) yields similar results.

Start minimal ("When the

Bottom Fell Out'), drift into

chamber rock ("China-

berry Tree"), explode into

methodical roar ("Philip

Guston"). The songwriter

has been reading a lot

(quotes from Auden, Fer-

linghetti, Joseph Roth, et al.

are duly footnoted) and he

can still get at the ick of life

with passion. Plus, it's great

to hear PIcciotto's guitar

again. JOe cross

Echo a the
Bunnymen
The Fountain

The Clean
Mister Pop

VfRGf

Ttie Bible of New Zealand

rock gets another chapter

The Clean's gift to indie punk

was snappily drummed, gor-

geously scuzzed krautrock

pop scaled to human size

by three male Moe Tuckers

trading vocals like they just

wandered in from the beach.

But the band's first studio

album in eight years takes

the Farfisa-surf lumines-

cence of 2003's must-own.

career-spanning Anthology

deeper into psychedelia,

for good (the sublime

Go-Betweens harmonies of

"In the Dreamlife You Need

a Rubber Soul") and ill (the

sub-Bongwater satire of

"Are You Really on Drugs?").

"Asleep in the Tunnel" recap-

tures the old magic-exotic

yet casual. PETER S. SCHOLTES

THE ENTRANCE BAND

Giving a lighter tint to

darl< new-wave drama

Popular taste has realigned

such that, 30 years on,

these '80s icons sound

almost fresh again. Credit

Coldplay (whose Chris Mar-

tin makes a nearly inaudible

cameo here) for reintro-

ducing the world to the

brighter side of dour British

post-punk, and credit the

Bunnymen for learning

from their students: The

terrific "Do You Know Who
I Am?" and "Think I Need It

Too" bask in Viva Lo Vida's

confident, atmospheric

glow. Expecting new tricks

from old Bunnys at this

point would be silly, but

songs like the piano-pump-

ing "Proxy" make good on

the past without denying

the present. JOSH MODELL

The Entrance Band
The Entrance Band

"Grim Reaper Blues" towers

like Blue Cheer, winking at

stoner rock on its seven-

minute journey back to

the source. And a painfully

sincere ode to MLK gets

over via sheer psych-rock

mania. But eyes drift

from the prize as the disc

progresses, giving up the

balls-out soloing for Cure

knockoffs ("You're So Fine,"

"Lives"). JOSHUOOCU

Lisa Germane
Magk Neighbor

CCSTATIC PEACE

Sometimes putting down
the t>ong is a bad idea

This throwbackin' three-

some—an expanded version

of frontman Guy Blakeslee's

subdued solo outing under

the name Entrance— kills

it when they stick to the

classic power-trio formula.

YOUNG COD

Inconsiderate geek still

singing songs of betrayal

Three songs into Lisa

Germano's eighth album,

as an unfussy guitar line

gives way to a winsome

waltz led by her own violin,

she sings the realization

"that the world could be

so simple." Of course,

Germano has long since

realized that it's anything

but, so she proceeds to

rasp devastating lines

about "turning families into

target practice" (on the

title track) while wrapping

her grave words with fili-

grees of piano and chimes.

Little has changed since

her mid-'90s 4AD heyday,

but instrumental bagatelles

like "Marypan" and "Kitty

Train" reveal that her touch

remains as delicate as ever.

DAVID BEVAN

The Heartbreak Kid
Britjack of all trades cast as the Great West Hope

BEN
HUDSON could have had a simple little English pop-star

existence. Then Kanye West decided simple is for the simple-

minded. After hearing A Tale ofTwo Cities, Hudson's subtle,

entrancing 2007 lounge-pop debut with his band the Library,

West recruited him for 808s & Heartbreak, then signed the

singer to his G.O.O.D. Music label. Now he's been retrofitted with star

appeal and new-wave production-think Depeche Mode after a Red

Bull or three-and shoved into the spotlight.

This second album doesn't always exploit

I

Hudson's best trait-a demure but boozy

elegance. "Everything Is Broken" seems too

\^Bw big for his weary foppishness, and lead single

3^^^^ "Supemova"-a U.K. smash-is unwieldy

flHHH^
I

soccer-stadium pomp. Yet, as Kanye side

projects go. It's an encouraging shift away

from the rapper's Chi-town flunkies (Really

Doe, GLC) and bizarro clones (Kid Cudi, Big

Sean). The stuttering "Anyone but Him"

keenly synthesizes Hudson's reedy wail and

West's blustery yelp-"Who's gonna take

you home if it isn't me?" the Svengali and

student duet at song's end. For West, it's

chest-thumping rhetoric, but for Hudson, it's a wounded sigh.

The twosome's chemistry is a refreshing rejection of pro forma R&B/

rapper team-ups. Over a digitized banjo on "StiffUpper Lip," Hudson

sings, "We've never been as fucked as this," though it's unclear what's

got him (or us) so down. For now, that's a good sign. SEAN fennessey

MR HUDSON
Straight No
Chaser

GOOD msiu
MERCURY
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Richard Hawley
Truelove's Gutter

MUTC

Devastating crooner's dark

poesy shades into cliche

With his gorgeously forlorn

baritone. Richard Hawley

could sing the German

phonebook and make it

sound like a sonnet. So It s a

given that Gutter, like the ex-

Pulp sideman's five prevkius

shimmering, sepia-toned

solo albums, has moments

of heartbreaking beauty. Too

bad those moments are out-

numbered by a reliance on

secondhand lyrical conceits

(songbirds, shipwrecks) and

drifting arrangements, A

song as lugubrious as "Don't

You Cry" doesn't need It

minutes to work Its tearful

trick. Hawley's shattering

Cotes Corner (2005) offers

a sharper take on bitter-

sweet midnight music.

DAVID MARCHCSE

Islands
Vapours

•••••••
AMI

Canadian indie rocker

finds his joy in Brooklyn

Call It Nick Diamonds Gets

His Groove Bock. Former

Unicorn Nick Thorbum went

a bit dark and dreary on

2008'sA-m'5 Way. but with

Vapours, the transplanted

New 'Vorker relearns his play-

fulness: "Heartbeat' gleeful-

ly busts out Auto-Tune, so If

you've ever wondered what

Kanye Imagines when he

listens to Vampire Weekend,

here you go. The title track

tickles a cruise-ship vibe.

Itien flat out asks you to love

it: "Hope I entertain, hopin'

you get dancin' feet." It's not

all sunshlne-"Dlsarmlng the

Car Bomb" needs more grit,

and "Shining" sounds pulled

from bleaker times-but

Vapours is a welcome right-

ing of the ship. JOSHMODELL

Joakim
Milky Ways

VCRSATILE/'K?

Sdiizo dance-floor maven
crafts coherent grooves

On his 2006 debut.

Monsters 4 Silly Songs.

French producer Joakim

Bouaziz meandered through

assorted bastard pop styles,

with one fantastic club hit

("I Wish You Were Gone")

to show for It. Milky Ways

is a clear upgrade, with

better songwrlting lending

structure to his adventurous

genre-hopping. Some credit

goes to backing band the

Disco, which adds heft to

the delightful proto-tiouse

number "Spiders" and

post-rock excursion "Love &
Romance & a Special

Person." But Joakim hasn't

lost his frolicsome edge.

Shuffling between the

synth-pop of "King Kong

Is Dead" and Jaunty squall

of "Fly Like an Apple." he

rides the Milky Ways with

aplomb. MOSI REEVES

Danko Jones
Never Too LxHid

BAD M5rt

Canucks keep their rock

hard just long enough

This Canadian power trio

started life garage-y and

sex-crazed, and on their

fourth album, the latter

fully takes precedence, as

frontman-namesake Jones

proclaims he's a "leg and

ass man" on "Still In High

School." Moments of Never

Too Loud—particularly the

slick. Kid Rock-lsh "Take Me
Home"—could jar longtime

fans, but Jones knows

how to throw down odes

torockinandscrewin'

better than most, nodding

to Sabbath ("Forest for

the Trees"). Foo Fighters

("Something Better"), and

Rocket From the Crypt

("R.I.R RFTC"). If you like

the title, try the record.

JOSH UODELL

KM Sister

Ultravtolet

DOWNJOWH

House-music shout-outs

overshadow rhyme skills

There's been hope for some

time that Mellsa "Kid Sister"

Young could resurrect that

ever-struggling subset

known as the female rap-

per Her relentless bark-

like a crocodile clomping

itsJaw shut, swallowing

tracks whole-lnstantly

made her a commanding

In 1970, Black Sabbath drained

the bluesfrom hard rock, slow-

ing it into a depresso nightmare

trudge with Frankenstein feet.

Myriad masters ofrifffollowed

suit: Uriah Heep, Sir Lord
Baltimore, Bang, Budgie. But

when metal turned toofancyfor
its britches, doom metal had to

drag it back to the dungeon.

PENTAGRAM
First Daze Here Too: The Vintage

CollectkHi

1 After 14 years of burrowing deep

beneath the radar in suburban north-

ern Virginia, holding down janito-

rial jobs, rehearsing in a direct-mail

warehouse and periodically recording

unreleased 45s and demos that never won
them a contract, these woolly rhinoceri

were living fossils by the time they put out

a debut album in 1985. Their almost myth-

ic hard-luck career has been on-again/off-

again since, and the post-psychedelic

poverty mung of their lost years has been

compiled several times, legitimately

and otherwise. Here are two massive

discs' worth.

THE OBSESSED
The Obsessed

2 Scott "Wino" Weinrich is doom
metal's elder statesman-but

unlike Ozzy, Wino has never

climbed out of the sewer and

into the mansion. His blubbery quar-

tet Saint Vitus served as indie label

SST's most blatant excursion into real-

deal metal during the poodle-hair era;

subsequent projects Spirit Caravan and

the Hidden Hand have both managed
mammoth moments as well. But it was

in the Obsessed, formed in Maryland

in the early '80s. that Wino First got back

to biker basics. This slab of unearthed

tracks, plus an '84 live set, is their

howling testament.

ESSENTIALS

FROM THE MOST DESPERATELY DANK DEPTHS OF
HUMANITY. DOOM METAL CRAWLS FORTH

By Chuck Eddy

TROUBLE
Trouble
Mf Ml PLAr>[3 Back when "Christian metal" meant

Stryper buzzing around like bumble-

bees and "underground metal" meant

speeding ever faster in the early

Metallica model, these Chicago hippies

unfashionably wed seemingly satanic Sab-

bath sludge to bible-beating sermons about

God's vengeance-tracks are headlined "The

Fall of Lucifer." "Revelation (Life or E>eath),"

and "Psalm 9." the latter ofwhich became

the album's new title upon its 1991 reissue.

BLOODSTAR
Bloodstar

r£S£»7£,\u/N£ '9384 A heavy Swiss trio-two men and
one woman, two ofthem wearing

lab-scientist spectacles, all three

doubhng on synths, assisted by a

crony named Nasty Animal banging on

ELECTRIC VI/IZARD

metal-escape the dead world to grind

their grieving gunk into black holes of

hyperspace, where nobody can hear

you groan. Though they later covered

Suicide's "Ghost Rider" and sampled

whales, their debut was a pillar of

doom beauty.

MY DYING BRIDE
The Angel and the Dark Rrver

5 In the '90S. a strain of European

doom slipped even further into

the abyss by sinking suicidal

impulses inherited from Joy

Division and the Swans into its quick-

sand. My Dying Bride, from a North

England wool -manufacturing burg,

were at the forefront. Sluggish like

there's literally no tomorrow, booming
with foghorns and torrential waves

and classical pianos, this album feels

eternally lost on the dark sea.

ELECTRIC WIZARD
Dopethrone

6 From England's opposite end-

Dorset, appropriately home of the

Jurassic Coast Worid Heritage Site-

come these impossibly molten mer-

chants of narcotic tar. Dopethrone opens

with a clip ofa 19S5 discussion of Satanism

from the TV show 20/20: "When you

get into one of these trips, there's only a

couple ways you can get out. One is death,

the other is mental institution." The mega-

ton dirges that follow-induding two that

exceed 15 minutes (and one that's ritled

"Weird Tales/Electric Frost/Golgotha/Altar

of Melektaus")-simulate both options.

WITCHCRAFT
Witchcraft

7 These Swedes, led by singer-

guitarist Magnus Pelander, came
together in 2000 to pay tribute to

Pentagram frontman Bobby Liebling

and Texas acid-garage crazy Roky Erick-

son, and therein lie the perimeters of

their sound, which tempers its morose

monster murk with nimble coven folk

of the Spahn Ranch epoch. Their debut,

recorded in the cellar on machinery that

was vintage before they were bom,
occasionally even suggests early Jethro

Tull. So Where's their metal Grammy?

SUNNO)))
White2
SOtrrwfff\ LOBD. mot8 And nnally, doom turns hipster art

project-if this black-robed duo's

name (inspired by the Sunn ampli-

fier logo) isn't a clue, then the mere

fact that they're a duo should, or the

quirky track-title typography and gruel-

ing song lengths (**HELL-0)))-WEEN"

14:11. "bassAliens" 23:22, "DECAY2
[NIHILS* MAW] 25:18). Not to mention

that New York Times Magazine feature

a couple years back. Yet their lonely

drone spume sportingly clogs up the

landscape all the same.
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and charming spitfire

back in 2006. But rattier

than go fierce. Kid Sis

has gone house, crafting

a debut that's high on

her Chicago hometown's

pulsating synthetic beats

("Right Hand Hi") and '80s

freestyle reinventions ("You

Ain't Really Down"), but low

on chiseled rhymes. Move

along; no savior to see here.

SCAN FCNNESSEY

KRS-OneA
Buckshot
Survival Skilb

DUCK DOWN

Famed New York MCs

stay ruggedly relevant

Bronx iconoclast KRS-One

and Brooklyn hard case

Buckshot hold a hip-hop

revival meeting on their

debut duo album, inviting

Mary J. Blige. Talib Kweli.

and K'naan to help protect

the world from Auto-Tunin'

"Robots " The beats by

producers Black Milk. 9th

Wonder, and Havoc are

strictly no-frills, but just

hot enough to keep these

cranky yet lovable old MCs'

joints from stiffening up.

Thankfully, their oratorical

MIRANDA LAMBERT

skills remain undiminished.

As KRS puts it on "Connec-

tion." "When you get older,

you get lietter / I'ma take

this to the grave / Ever stop?

Never!" MOSI RCCVCS

Miranda Lambert
Revolution

•••••••
COLUMBIA NASHVILLE

Vengeance Is hers, sayeth

saucy blonde shitkicker

The revolution this 25-

year-old attempts on her

sprawling third album is

mainly sonic-guitar noise

and booming drums out

of garage and grunge,

alternating with patches of

soft-focus atmosphere that

would slot her as alt-country

if she wasn't blessed with a

vivacious, platinum-selling

voice. But Lambert is still at

her bubbliest playing a gun-

toting, wisecracking, cat-

fighting gal next door who

cusses like a sailor, or at least

brags that she does, plotting

revenge on lying boyfriends

and town hypocrites-

preferably at cowpunk

tempo. CHUCK CODY

La Roux
LaRoux
•••••••

•

CHCRRYTBCe

Ginger U.K. ingenue

exhumes '80s-pop past

On the surface, this

new London duo has it

all-a Tilda Swinton-esque

singer with an enviable

quiff, overseas smash

singles as catchy as the

best of the Swedish hit

factories, and synth pop

so authentically '80s you'd

swear Vince Clarke locked

it in his closet between

dissolving Yaz and birthing

Erasure. Unfortunately Elly

Jackson's multitracked cry

only generates a couple

of emotions, and most of

the music too slavishly

imitates what was long ago

revolutionary. But if there's

a pop record this year more

swaggeringly punk than

"Bulletproof." bring it on.

BARRY WALTERS

Lucero
1372 Overton Park

umvlRSAL KI'UBLIC

Roots rockers celebrate

failure-with horns!

Across five albums. Lucero

have crammed tales of

beautiful losers and

dreams unfulfilled into

torrid bar-band rock and

gruff alt-country ballads.

On their sixth, the band's

sound finally matches their

romantic ambitions. Auda-

cious horn arrangements

from Al Green sideman Jim

Spake burst out of nearly

every song as organs shim-

mer, pianos flash, and the

rhythm sectk)n swings with

surprising dexterity Making

the most of his sandpaper

croak, frontman Ben Nichols

infuses these tunes with

both the we-gotta-get-out-

while-we're-young energy

of a Born to Run-era Bruce

and the knowledge that,

at 35, he ain't that young

anymore. DAVID PEISNER

Marlachi El Bronx
Mariachi El Bronx

SWAMI

Caustic L.A. punks make
a run for the border

How do you follow three

self-titled albums of cranky

punk shenanigans? If you're

the Bronx, you make a

shockingly credible maria-

chi record. On Mariachi El

Bronx, these West Coast

bad boys retain their lyrical

grit-one tune is called

"Cell Mates"-but trade the

bruisingly metallic Black

Flag guitars for the kind

of thrumming acoustic

arrangements that have

long been a part of

Southern California's sonic

landscape. Vincent Hidalgo,

son of Los Lobos singer-

guitarist David, appears,

as do the American Idol

strings. (Hey, it's L.A.)

Next time: Islamic wedding

music?! MIKAEL WOOD

m

Drama Kings
Maestros of gloom compose another epic lament

Ai

FIRST-GEN MYSPACE-FUELED success story formed in the

Warped Tour crucible, AFI V.now what their fans want: despair,

decay, nonstop tours, online scavenger hunts, message-board

worlds. Twitter updates, broken hearts, betrayal, and a beat

i you can (slam)dance to! In that relentless spirit. Crash Love

never pauses to take a breath or slows the tempo or eases back on the

hypercompressed everything. The whole history ofgloomy pop is on

display, but the band's hardcore background doesn't allow for the more

subtle atmospherics of, say, Bauhaus or even the Cramps.

"Torch Song" boasts a triumphal theme accompanied by church bells,

with Jade Puget's guitar swinging from sweet rock hooks to metal chug

and back, as Davey Havok's proggy vocal tics play off a crowd-sung chant

of "Anything!" "Veronica Sawyer Smokes" channels New Order,

from the spare yet propulsive backbeat to the sinewy guitar line.

Too often, though, Puget's fine guitar work can't overcome traces y"

of the band's oompah pop-punk past or lyrics both illogical ("The

broken radio was playing suicide") and cliche ("I feel nothing").

Album centerpiece "I Am Trying Very Hard to Be Here" echoes

their 2006 hit "Miss Murder," with its Sabbath riffs, melodramatic

breakdowns, and gang shouts of "Flash, flash car crash!" More

crucially, members of the band's Despair Faction fan club voice

that refrain. AFI may not be breaking new ground, but they never

forget who listens hardest. J. cabriel boylan
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MIka
The BoyWho Knew Too Much

CASABLANCMJNIWRSAL REPUBLIC

Trying manfully to make
musical theater cod
Self-absorbed and awk-

wardly exhibltionlstlc. MIka

would be the Bruno of plat-

inum piano pop if he didn't

ground his giddiness with

old-fashioned chops. This

Beirut-born Brit's songwrit-

ing craft and vocal dazzle

may be flagrantly uncool,

but they're also refreshingly

unencumbered: Nixing the

sappy bits that dampened

his debut, he rewrites the

hooks from your parents'

favorite Bon Jovi/Belinda

Carlisle hits into earnest

proclamations of teenage

eccentricity, then waves

his jazz hands in naysayers'

faces. BARRY WALTERS

Amy Mlllan
Masters of the Burial

ARTS S CRAFTS

Lovelorn, low-key musings

from somber songbird

Whether mourning lost loves

with Stars or on her own.

this Canadian songstress

consistently stares in one

direction: backward. So.

while her 2006 solo debut

peppered its country-ish

crooning with the swooning

rock of her friends in Broken

Social Scene, this follow-

up burrows back to a pre-

Indie rock period. But, save

for a few inspired touches,

like the Burt Bacharach-

indebted '60s-pop horns

floating through opener

'Bruised Ghosts." Masters of

the Burial lacks the character

to be more than the sum

of its lovely parts: fiddles,

regret, and a pretty voice.

SPENCCR KORNHABER

No Age
Losing Feeling

SUB POP

Warehouse ragers craft

inventive stopgap EP

Not that long ago. No Age's

recorded output sounded as

if it were being captured in

the middle of a wash cycle.

But since 2008's Nouns.

their debut Sub Pop full-

length, the eldest brothers

of L.A.'s Smell scene have

further embraced melodic

punk soundscaping. Milking

the quiet-LOL/D dynamic a

drop more, this four-song

EP's title track morphs a

gentle guitar bath into a

fuzz-pedal masterpiece. But

it's the hooks of squealer

'You're a Target' that

arrive in unexpected style:

Dean Allen Spunt's creamy

falsetto. DAVID BEVAN

Om
God Is Good

DRAG CITY

Epic devotional drone

opens up to new moods
No matter the new producer

(Steve Albini). new label,

or new percussionist (Emil

Amos replacing Chris

Hakius), Om's droning bass/

drum take on heavy metal

still resounds. As stringently

reverential as the duo's name

implies, bassist-singer Al Cis-

neros and begins to loosen

his tautly. byzantine lattices

ever so slightly on this fourth

album. Sitar buzzes and a

thunderous drumroll lift the

leviathan of "Thebes," while

the handclaps, violin, and

moans of 'Cremation Ghat

r make it funky enough for

a revival meeting or street

bazaar, andybeta

YokoOno/Plastic
Ono Band
Between My Head and

the Sky

CHIMERA

Levity and love from

cross-generational Icon

Lightest Ono album ever?

Probably Heaviest avant-

pop from a 76-year-old

mainstream pariah/under-

ground innovator? Hell,

yeah! Son Sean Lennon,

Cm
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Kia Soul
These days, you don t have to look far fo find one car

that looks exactly like another. Whatever happened to being

unique? To having some personality? Introducing the 2010 Kia

Soul. This car looks different because it is different,

it's a new way to roll. Learn more at

www.kiasoul.com

O AIRWALK

STPLxAirwalk for Payless

Sneakerhead, DJ. writer and entrepreneur Jeff Staple typifies the

iconic essence of the Airwalk brand. His launch collection of men's
and women's footwear fuses boardsport culture, street style, and

contemporary design sense. Nothing spared. Nothing

compromised. Nothing over 50 bucks. To find a Payless

store near you or to view the collection, visit

www.STPLxAirwalk.com

LiLA Debut Album
LiLA has emerged as true sonic storytellers.

The Los Angeles-based band combines indie-pop melodies with

cinematic instrumentation to create a soundtrack for a generation

searching for something deeper. Cartel Records releases the

debut album this October.

www.lostinlosangeles.com

Who the %$fa! is Tom Ressa?
According to Tom, he is an artist, musician, photographer,

director, and the last credible voice in music. Check out Tom at last

summer's biggest music festival talking with artists about the shoe
that's sparked creativity for generations. Check out

Converse-ations with Tom Ressa.

www.SPIN.com/converse-ations

Rock Your Own Cocktail

Submit a UV Vodka drink recipe for a chance to win a trip for

two to a 2010 music festival In Austin, Texas. Go to SPIN.com/
UVLounge to enter. While you're there, check out photos from UVVodka

parties and events. All entrants will receive a free one-year

subscription to SPIN magazine! Get rockin' at

www.SPIN.com/UVLounge

RAIN MACHINE

Tokyo art-rocker Cornetlus,

ex-Cibo Matto keyboard-

ist Yuka Honda, and some

New York City jazz vets pick

up where hubby John left

off with 1980's "Walking

on Thin Ice." The simpatico

accompaniment means

she's free here, even from

Indulgence: Fractured funk,

serene balladry, and those

Infamous birdcalls flatter

and balance each other, as If

by nature. "Time for artion,"

she exclaims with a sweet-

ness that'll coax your heart

wkJeopen. a/^RRy waltsrs

Jemina Pearl
Break it Up

CCSJAJIC PCACE/MIVCRSAL

Ex-Nashville punk Pet

wants to be your dog

On her sweetly sassy solo

debut, former Be Your Own
Pet frontwoman Jemina

Pearl makes the big pop

move BYOP always seemed

suspicious of. singing about

good times and bad boys

over fuzzy girl-group guitars

that collapse the distance

between the Ronettes and

the Runaways. (Twee-

punk fans nostalgic for the

cardigan-clad likes of Tiger

Trap will love this record.)

The album's best cut. "I Hate

People." is an unexpectedly

bubbly May-December duet

with Iggy Pop, but all of

Breck It Up ripples with raw

power. MIKACL WOOD

Pissed Jeans
King of Jeans

SOB POP

Like the king of beers,

but sweatier, smellier

On this fuzzy slab's first

track, "False Jesil Pt. 2,"

frontscreamer Matt Korvette

sums up noise rock's

worldvlew nicely: "No to

everything." An Ideal for

living, even If he just

doesn't want to leave

the house. After 2007's

unsure Hope for Men.

Pennsylvania's Pissed Jeans

return to the grimy swagger

of their stellar debut but

hit even harder. "Request

for Masseuse" doesn't need

a happy ending to sound

creepy, and of course,

"Half Idiot" and others

recall the Jesus Lizard.

This Is the real (ugly) boom
boompow. JOE GROSS

Porcupine Tree
The Incident

tous keyboards and pum-

meling guitars substituting

for strings and horns. It's

stupendously arranged and

performed to suggest deep

meaning, but when leader

Steven Wilson vents his

frustration with the dehu-

manlzatlon of contempo-

rary life by dropping lyrical

doozles like 'Camphor

crossed with lace. It Is the

witching hour," he not only

breaks the dystopian spell,

but Induces unintentional

giggles. BARRY WALTERS

Rain Madilne
Rain Machine

ROADSUHNER

Bombastic rockers, put

down thyJ.G. Ballard

Virtually alone In success-

fully combining 70s prog-

rock intricacies and '90s

alt-metal climaxes, these

veteran U.K. virtuosos

stretch out on a 57-mlnute

suite that flows like one

continuous symphonic

composition, with porten-

In-your-face side project

boasts grace and wit

Kyp Malone has always

been a grand provocateur,

singing, "I wanna love you

all the way / 1 wanna break

your back," on last year's

"Lover's Day" (from TV on

the Radio's Dear Science).

So to hear Malone, with his

new solo project, moaning

that "It's no bumt-cork

affair" on the six-and-half-

mlnute "Smiling Black

Faces" Is to hear him at his

most comfortable. Rain

Machine doesn't have

TVOTR's Berlin Wall of

Sound might, but it's still

an accomplished work.

Quadruple-tracked vocals

on the quavering "Hold

You Holy" and the bone-
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REISSUES

DIGGIN' IN THE CRATES FOR UNTOLD TREASURES
By Andrew Hultkrans

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Where the Action Is! Lxis Angeles Nuggets 1965-1968 <

ISan
Francisco was the musical mecca of the time, but the bands

that emerged from (or from underneath) the mid-'6os star-making

machinery of "plastic" Los Angeles-lhe Byrds, Love, Buffalo Spring-

field, Captain Beefheart, Emitt Rhodes* Merry-Go-Round, Curt

Boeltcher's Sagittarius and the Ballroom, as well as seedier, more obscure

Angelenos-have aged far better than Jefferson Airplane and the Grateful

Dead. Lovingly assembled by longtime Rhino producer and L.A. music

evangelist Andrew Sandoval, this thematically organized, exhaustively

annotated four-CD box is a portable riot on the Sunset Strip.

THE JESUS LIZARD
Head/Pure ••••••••••
Goat ••••*••«••
Uar ••••••••••

Down ••••••••>
TOUCH AND GO2 One of the few bands Steve

Albini ever admitted to lik-

ing, the Jesus Lizard have

two precedents: political

dub-punks Gang of Four and art-

damaged psych-punks Flipper.

Like the latter, they exerted con-

siderable influence on Nirvana and

grunge. Formed from the ruins of

Scratch Acid by mealy-mouthed

maniac David Yow, the Lizard

ruled Chicago's underground for a

time, and these blistering reissues

resurrect their indie catalog.

appropriately titled 1975 album

Nasty Gal and the revelatory,

unreleased follow-up, which is as

experimental as it is X-rated.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Wayfaring Strangers: Lonesome
Heroes •••••••
ftUmflOGf/OUP4 A friend often points to

Mystic Mates-a semi-

bootleg comp ofearly- '70s

acid-folkers with a flute-

playing hippie on the cover-as the

most embarrassing record in my

collection. With a tasteful curator-

ial overhaul by the Numero Group,

the similar material here-mostly

private-press recordings of '70s

and '80S singer-songwriters-

suddenly becomes part of the old,

weird America. Not that I'm

complaining. Fans of Skip

Spence's Oar, Nick Drake, and

early Tim Buckley won't, either.

SUNNY DAY REAL ESTATE
Diary

LP2
SUB POP5 Unwitting progenitors of

emo, Seattle's Sunny Day

inspired so many late-'90s/

early-aughts bands that one

could mistake them for talented

copyists today. But the two

records (one and a half, really)

that Jeremy Enigk, Dan Hoerner,

and future Foo Fighters Nate

Mendel and William Goldsmith

released are the real thing-

soaring, impassioned vocals;

expansive dynamics; circular riff

patterns; and driving guitars.

BETTY DAVIS
NastyGal ••*•••••
Is This Love or Desire

3 Betty Davis was Miles'

second wife, a confidante of

Jimi Hendrix and Sly Stone,

something like a female

Rick James, and a big, big freak.

Light in the Attic already reissued

definitive editions of her first two

sexually frank, sinfully funky

early-'70s records, and here they

complete the picture with the

THE 39 CLOCKS
PainltDark
BuPiAua6 These acid-addled, early-

'805 German refuseniks

hated new wave and loved

the Velvets, the Stooges,

and the first Modem Lovers

record. They played power saws

onstage and were expelled from

documenta by Joseph Beuys.

Songs like "Shake the Hippie,"

"Stupid Art," and "Radical

Student Mob in Satin Boots" add

sophisticated gutter wit to the

retro-primitive music. The
Teutonic Television Personali-

ties-and that's a compliment.

shaking pop jangle of 'Give

Blood" make this the best

side gig since Jack White

rediscovered the drums.

S£AN FENNESSEY

The Raveonenes
In and Otjt of Control

VICE

Glibly doleful Danes push

lyrical pose over the line

Four albums in. this noirish

duo are still unwavering

in their approach: Chilly,

disturbing lyrics emerge

from a dense fog of blissful

Spector harmonies and

squalling Jesus and Mary

Chain surf and strings. Only

now. those lyrics are more

bizarre, like a Danish-to-

English translation gone

awry-when Sharin Foo

sings "Boys Who Rape

(Should All Be Destroyed)"

with the blithe reductionism

of a grocery list, it's more

insipid than provocative.

Otherwise, their sneaky

cynicism has gotten even

more hummable: "Oh, I

Buried You Today" and

"D.R.U.G.S." are particulariy

propulsive in their suriiness.

STACCY ANDERSON

Rodrigo y Gabriela
11:11

• •••• ' /-J4,l

ATO

Heady metal shtick gets

too dubiously proggy

These Mexico-born.

Dublin-based acoustic

buskers made their name

by flamenco-fying Metallica

and Zeppelin songs, and

their latest set was mixed

by old thrash hand Colin

Richardson. So it's no shock

that nil's most affecting

moments-the title track

and Logo5"-come when

the duo's time signatures

slither Into a stalagmite-

strewn prog-metal cave.

They also pay alleged

homage to Hendrix and

Dimebag Darrell. the latter

in a Middle Eastern-leaning

collaboration with Testa-

ment's Alex Skolnick. But

mainly they noodle through

indeterminate world-music

jams that'd feel equally

ignorable at mud festivals

and at ethnic restaurants.

CHUCK EDDY

Hope SandovalA
theWarm Inventkm
Through the Devil Softly

NETTWCRK

Ex-Mazzy Star siren

throws slumber party

"Is that the Devil in your

eye?" It seems like a

pressing question, but as

Hope Sandoval asks it on

"Blue Bird," she doesn't

seem much interested in

the answer. On her second

solo effort, the Mazzy Star

chanteuse waxes sleepy and

resigned over II blue-tinted

torch songs. A close listen

reveals fine details, like the

waterlogged. Eastern-tinged

strumming of "Fall Aside"

or the ghostly harmonies

of "Blanchard." To most

listeners, though. Through
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the Devil Softly will simply

function as a collection of

breathily perfect lullabies.

SPENCER KORNHABEH

Dreams So Real
Flamboyant introvert flashes offbeat brilliance

YOUNG RAPPERS LOVE broadcasting war stories. They

reveal their street smarts and create a narrative for fans

to grasp on to. 50 Cent was shot nine times. Kanye West

survived a car crash. Kid Cudi? Can't get a good night's

sleep but lived to see sunrise? "Tell me what you know

about night terrors? Nothing'." the Cleveland-bred MC boasts on

"Pursuit of Happiness (Nightmare)."

It's a strange declaration. But then again, Man on the Moon: The

End ofDay is the weirdest (and most frustrating) hip-hop debut in

years. It's ambitious but rife with cliches. It's goofy yet surprisingly

sad. It's messy but strangely cohesive. There are songs that sound

like Jamiroquai rip-offs ("Enter Galactic

[Love Connection Part i]"). Erasure mash-

ups ("Up Up & Away [The Wake & Bake

Song]), and Late Registration leftovers

("Make Her Say," which samples Lady Gaga

and features coproducer West). The kicker?

Common plays the role of Greek chorus

throughout the album.

Scott Ramon Seguro Mescudi is a quirky,

singing rapper with a nice, effortless stoner

drawl. UnUke, say, Lupe Fiasco, he's more

concerned with melody and emotion than

lyrical terror. Cudi even sounds sincere

when he uses a robotic vocal enhancer on

"My World" to describe his metamorphosis from a shy shut-in

devastated by his father's death to a self-proclaimed "big homie."

But perhaps most notably, it exposes the source of all those

bad dreams, thomas golianopoulos

KID CUDI
Man on the Moon:

The End of Day
•«••••
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TheSltts
Trapped Animal

NARNACK

Proto-rlot grrrls now
play like seasoned pros

By Just about any appre-

ciable metric, the Slits'

first album in more than 25

years is better than their

1979 punkreggae classic.

Cut. The songs are tighter,

the grooves more convinc-

ing, and. in sharp contrast

to their original incarnation,

this lineup can actually play

their instruments. Still, you

can't re-create a historical

moment. "Ask Ma," a seam-

less mingling of warm horn

stabs, slinky bass, and

spry hand drums, or the

haunting, melodica-tinged

dub bum-out "Partner From

Hell" protiably would've

convinced Joe Strummer

to quit trying 30 years ago;

today they merely sound

impressive, david peisner

Soul Assassins
Intermission

GOLD DUST MEDIA

Cypress Hill DJ's hand

still firmly on the pump
DJ Muggs' latest Soul

Assassins compilation hits

like a mix tape copped at

an L A. swap meet, with

the RZA. La Coka Nostra,

Bun B, and more than two

dozen other rappers in tow.

"I'll give you a razor facelift

/ Pure clips / Lay stiff,"

promises Sick Jacken on

"Rep Yo Shit." one of several

cuts abundant with bang-

bang metaphors. As "heat-

seeking missiles' abound,

the Cypress Hill producer

experiments with fluid piano

glissandos and his spin on

Dr Dre-style G-funk. Save

for a rare product-of-our-

environment rhyme (like

Self Scientific on "Good

Evening L.A."), /ntefm/ssion is

unrepentantly gangsta, take

it or leave it. Mosi reeves

thecocknbullkld
Querelle

Volcano Choir
Unmap

lAMSOUND

U.K. pop upstart will cut

you—with her beats

It takes real feminine mys-

tique to coo. 'I would tear

you clean apart," and make

it a proposition and a threat.

In fact, there's a general

underlying menace to the

debut EP by thecockn-

bullkld, a.k.a. Anita Blay, the

latest of London's Lily Allen

acolytes lobbing smartly

detached electro onto the

dance floor. Blay's wintry

lilt and staccato synths

bring thick tension to even

the most innocuous lines

("As long as there are boys,

there will always be girls'

goes the deductive reason-

ing of 'Boys and Girls').

Just dance with one eye

open. STACEY ANDERSON

J. Tillman
Year in the Kingdom

WESTERN VINYL

Foxes drummer fades into

foggy, reverential comer

J. Tillman doesn't sing about

people; instead, it's "spirits."

"bodies," and 'you ' The

Fleet Foxes drummer has a

craggy voice that's gorgeous

enough to hush a carnival,

and his arrangements-

solemn, intimate, dulcimer-

fortified—sound suited for

a campfire in a cathedral.

But unlike his sixth album.

2008's more ambitious

Vacilando Territory B/ues.

the songs here cloy as much

as they mesmerize; Without

concrete stories to tell,

Tillman struggles to conjure

a powerful mood amid the

muddled messages.

SPENCER KORNHABER

JAGJAGUWAR

Folkie loner makes new
friends, quirky sounds

For this project with Mil-

waukee quintet Collections

of Colonies of Bees, Bon

Iver's Justin Vernon turns his

sad-shack cabin into a veri-

table laboratory; Strummed

guitars flip between audio

channels, metronomic

synths ping low in the mix,

workshop rhythms build

and disintegrate. Auto-

Tuned hymn 'Wcxxls.' off

Bon Iver's Blood Bonk EP,

reappears as an appliance-

buzz symphony, while

"Island, IS" puts catchy

cooing over what sounds

like a krautrock breakbeat.

Both thrilling and baffling,

the nine tracks prove that

Vernon's appeal lies in his •

otherworldly sound, not

in his broken heart.

SPENCER KORNHABER

WlldblrdsA
Peacedrums
The Snake
• •••
THE CONTROL CROUP

Dazzling percussion sunk

by overwrought warble

Swedes Mariam Wallentin

and Andreas Werliin take

the two oldest instru-

ments—drums and human
voice-and stretch them

into contorted configura-

tions on their follow-up to

2007 debut Heortcore. Wal-

lentin's idiosyncratic singing

mingles with Weriiin's beats,

but even wfien they add

various timbral dasfies. the

duo's limited palette soon

exhausts itself For every

endearing moment ("Places"

or epic closer 'My Heart"),

there's a cringe-worttiy vocal

tic or ululatkjn. Or as Wallen-

tin puts it on the histrionic

"Chain of Steel"; 'She's got

a hold on me / Not in a tasty

way." ANDY BETA
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SPIN FLASH
Black Lips

fht
Sounds'

Felix Rodriguei l Maja Ivareson

JELLY Presents Pool Parties '09

BROOKLYN. NY

July 17-Augusl 30. 2009

The beloved Brooklyn festival lounil a new home this summer,

bringing music and fun to the masses with a summer-long series of free

concerts at Williamburg's East Rivet State Park.

WHO
In between sets by the Black Lips. Mission of Burma. Dan Deacon.

No Age. Grizzly Bear, and Girl Talk, high-energy fans of the test hit the

dodgeball court for some mid-show fun.

SPIN on Sunset Presents the Sounds

WEST HOLLYWOOD. CA

July 30. 2UU9

Taking a pit stop from their recent lour with No Doubt, the

Sounds gave fans the show of a lifetime with a rare one-off performance

at West Hollywood music venue the Key Club.

WHO
Before the set, SPIN guests and Citi VIP package

puchasers enjoyed an exclusive pre-party. courtesy of

event co-sponsors Citi and Onltsuka Tiger.



By Troy Patterson

RollingThunder
Sassy chick flick depicts derby girls as more rah-rah than radical

ADAPTING A YOUNG
adult novel about

hipster roller derby,

Barrymore delivers

a film completely

in keeping with her

spunky persona and Charlie's-

angelic gender politics. You

might think of roller derby as

an amateur exercise w/herein

women in flirty costumes

skate around clobbering each

other, but the characters in this

cutesy comedy insist, "There's

more to [it] than fishnets and

picking out a tough name." For

instance, there's also eyeliner, hot pants,

and personal growth-all of which figure

prominently in Barrymore's pop-punk vision

ofempowerment and female bonding.

Juno's Page again rocks an ironic T-shirt,

this time as Bliss, a small-town 17-year-

old sullenly submitting to the primping

of her mother (Marcia Gay Harden), who
has entered her in a scholarship pageant

that embodies, according to our heroine,

"a psychotic idea of '50s womanhood." Her

WHIP IT**
ELLEN PAGE.
DREW BARRVMORE
FOX SEARCHLIGHT.

KI3

horizons widen when three

derby girls glide her way looking

tough, sexy, and exhilarated

with confidence. Lying about

both her age (to her teammates)

and her whereabouts (to her

parents), she joins the likes of

Smashley Simpson (Barrymore)

and Maggie Mayhem (Kristen

Wiig) on an Austin, Texas

squad called the Hurl Scouts.

Bliss, a speedy pip-squeak

among strapping Amazons, is

soon washing her way to local

stardom as Babe Ruthless.

Though Whip It celebrates

risk-taking ladies, its plot turns gently from

one formulaic moment to the next. The

only surprise is just how much silliness

Barrymore is willing to commit. It's

obvious that Bliss will knock helmets with

Iron Maven, a rival played by Juliette Lewis

with lively camp nastiness, because there's

supposedly real animosity between the

two. So when their food fight arrives out of

the blue, it epitomizes the film's frivolity as

a slumber party among feminist rallies.

«»«Sri>oc»««o«oii."

Anvil! The Story ofAnvil
Perhaps the best movie ever made about the desperate pursuit of

rock'n'roll dreams, this documentary (VH1 Films) comes to DVD
with enough extras to satisfy the heavy-metal band's newly Indoc-

trinated cult. There's a special pathos to the deleted scene In which

the tund's original bassist, now a gift-shop proprietor, shows off a

knickknack featuring the word destiny. Likewise, there's a distinct

awesomeness to the commentary track, where the two core band-

mates endearingly chortle in glory, their revelry eventually Inspiring

a spot-on impression of Motdrhead's Lemmy singing their praises.
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An Education

CAREY MULLIGAN,

PETER SARSGAARD

SONrPlCTURCiCLMXi. PC IJ

Teen's makeover results in a

stylish but slim drama

One day in 1961. wearing her

gray schoolgirl skirt in the gray

rain of a gray London suburb.

16-year old Jenny (Mulligan)

accepts a ride from 30-ish

David (Sarsgaard). Jenny

being smart enough to have

a shot at going to Oxford,

ought to guess that this

charmer is shady by the fact

that he cruises for teenagers.

Instead, she lets him dazzle

her with jazz-club nights and

Paris weekends, and the most

potent scenes find Jenny

bewitched by her makeover

as a sparkling fox. Nicl<

Hornby wrote the screenplay

by inflating a fragment of

Lynn Barber's memoir, failing

to disguise the thinness of

the material. The swinging

period-piece style and the

rosy cheeks of the ingenue

decorate an inconsequential

"Oh. crikey!" of a story.

ASariousMan56
MICHAEL STUHLBARG.

RICHARD KIND

Coen brothers tackle

existential quandaries

The 14th Coen brothers film

concerns a physics professor

(Stuhlt>arg) experiencing not a

midlife crisis, but a half-comic

spiritual trial. Among other

troubles, his wife suddenly

wants a divorce and his worst

student tries to get a grade

changed through blackmail.

He turns to the temple for

guidance, and the movie

develops into a pretty good

rabbi joke about the meaning-

lessness of the universe. The

movie's introduaion sets it up

to feel like a suburban folk tale

about puzzling through ran-

dom misfortune. It may or may

not be a dream sequence when

the professor tells his class, "It

shouldn't bother you. not being

able to figure anything out.

Although you will be respon-

sible for it on the midterm."

Brief intervlem
Witli Hideous Men
Vj

JULIANNE NICHOLSON.

JOHN KRA5INSKI

irC.NOTRMCD

An uneven adaptation

dulls a dark comedy
Botching an intriguing

experiment in his first

project as writer-director.

The Office's Krasinski adapts

David Foster Wallace's 1999

collection, which explores the

zone where the strangeness

of the male mind shades into

pathology. After a breakup,

a grad student (Nicholson)

wades through the farcical

shallows of men's souls in

anthropological research

interviews: One subject talks

atx)ut his father's frustration

as a men's room attendant

and another confesses to

shouting the phrase "Victory

for the forces of democratic

freedom!" when achieving

orgasm. The urgency of the

tales gets lost along the way.

weighed down by staginess

and an inconsistent tone,

although Krasinski's ambition

suggests a noble failure.

AN CDUCATION

I

I I I I I I I

I

Trash Classic



PROMOTION

SPIN FLASH

[1] Thievery Corporation

The Official LoUapalooza After-Shows

CHICAGO, IL

August 5-9, 2009

Lollapalooia's biggest bands hil stages all across Chicago lot the festival's official

after-show series, giving countless fans three nights of never-ending music.

WHO
The Budweiser-sponsored shows spanned four of the Windy City's

hottest venues-The House of Blues, Cubby Bear. Double Door, and Schubas-

and featured sets by an equally varied roster: Asher Roth, Dan Auerbach,

Thievery Corporation. Band of Horses, and many more performed.

UV Vodka at Hard Rock's Base Bar

CHICAGO, IL

August 6-9, 2009

Festivalgoers making the trek to the Windy City slopped by the

Hard Rock's Base Bar to kick off the evening festivities.

WHO
With UV Vodka specialty cocktails in hand, guests moved to the beat

of DJs Amajing Baby Hollywood Holt, and many more.

SPIN'S Artist & Media Tent
CHICAGO, IL

August 7-9, 2009
For yet another year. SPIN delivered the ultimate

LoUapalooza hangout space to the backstage masses,

equipped with acoustic performances, comly seating,

and much-needed hydration, ice-cold Budweiser,

and a fully stocked Southern Comfort bar.

WHO
Festival heavy hitters like Kid Cudi. the Raveonettes,

Diplo. Passion Pit, Chairlitt and more slopped by the shaded

retreat for a quick photo and to swap their sweat-dienched

clothes for some new threads-and custom cut shorts-

courtesy of Silver Jeans. Thievery Corporation

and many more hit the stage.

For our backstage gallery visit:

spin.com/lollacanclids

CORRECTION: Ihc photograph of Passion Pit in SPIK s September Flash Ipage 161 was shot by Ian Witlen

APRIL77attheJane
NEW YORK, NY

July 21, 2009
SPIN and April/? joined forces to host a star-studded bash at

treatedtosets
by ustinMille,(olDFA),ApacheBeatfronJ,^

Alushai, and April?? founder Brice Partouclie,

WHO
Guests such asactressKirstenOunst, style editor Kate Lanohearani)

musiciansNickZinnerandJameslhacameLitablysJedS^^^

APWAfter-PartyatHudsonBar
NEW YORK, NY

August 2, 2009
VIPguestsmadelhetrekfromUberiyStatePark

to Manhattan's Hudson Bar for the unofficial festivities in honqr
Of America s favorite new festival. All Points West

WHO
Complimentary Stoli cocktails, Lykke Li, and Echo S the

Bunnymen were spotted moving to the beats of guest DJs Andy
Rourke of the Smiths and Ussy Trullie.

Vision Street Wear Relaunch Party
MALIBU, CA

August 2, 2009

skateboard and sireetwear brand with a Mallhu beach bash just a few
miles away from the iconic sport's SoCal birthplace,

WHO
AthleiesandcelebslikeAnnaLynneMcCordandAdrienneCurryenioyed

VenoniEnergyandCoorsLighlasJakeBrown-andhislreshS

XGames2009GoldMedal-rockedtheturntables

jterial
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OCTOBER 12.1978 I NEW YORK. NY

SID AND NANCY CHECK
OUT OF THE CHELSEA

By thefall of 1978, the Sex Pistols had

imploded and bassist Sid Vicious was living,

badly, with his equally heroin-addled girl-

friend Nancy Spungen in New York's Chelsea

Hotel. When Allan Tannenbaum, a 33-year-

old photo editorfor the Soho Weekly News,

got the call that Spungen had been found

dead in her room, he rushed uptown.

Allan Tannenbaum I knew
Nancy had been killed and that

the body was still at the Chelsea,

so I went into the building and

actually went right up to the

floor. Shows you how much has

changed, because it wouldn't

have been that easy today. It

would have been a total media

circus—50 photographers, 25

video cameras.

The cop outside the room
said, "You can see the body, but

you can't take any pictures." He
opened the door, and the room
stunk so bad—not from the body,

just from the way they lived.

Total filth, total chaos.

I looked down the hallway past

the bedroom, and she was lying

in her underwear under the bath-

room sink, blood everywhere.

Then the morgue guys showed

up, and I got them carrying the

body down the hall and out of

the hotel.

Of course it was big news, but

knowing them and how fucked

up they were, I don't think anyone

was too surprised.

I couldn't really make a guilty

or not-guilty judgment, but there

was definitely a dead bloody body

in the room, you know? Didn't

look good for Sid. He was arrested

that day, 1 don't remember which

precinct, and I got some great

shots of him being led out. He has

a strange expression—detached, a

litde out of it, like he doesn't really

understand what's going on.

I was kind of an on-the-scene

guy, so 1 did have this access and

ways of finding things out, and

1 continued with the story and

covered the start of the trial. So,

four months later, when Sid OD'd

at his girlfriend's apartment, I

went over and wound up with

a shot of Sid being carried out

in a body bag, too. I call it my
triptych: Nancy's body, Sid's

arrest, Sid's body. AS TOLD TO

STEVE KANDELL
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SOME PERFECTION IS DEBATABLE.


